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vl PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION
stances, especially the prevailing cultu nl traditions, in determining
the eady development of children: for example, that an cEdipus
complex can develop only in a pauiarchal society, and so on.
That they extensively affect the external fotm assumed in later life
by the individual's peculiarities is evident enough, but I have yet
to be shown how their influence is supposed to penetrate to the
entirely unconscious phantasies of the infant on which so rnuch
of its future nature will depend. No, I think the future will show
that psycho-analysis can contribute more to sociology than sociology
to psycho-analysis.

Er,srno,
Mrprrunsr.

Seplenber, t9q,8.
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86 PAPERS ON PSYCHO.ANALYSIS
and it can come to expression only as a par sitic process engrafted
on another conscious one. The disturbance thus caused constitutes
a temporary failare or error of notmal mental functioning.

This error can psychologically be compared with a psycho-
neurotic symptom; the mechanisms by which the two are brought
about are almost the same, and the psychical material that is the
soufce of them is closely similar in the two cases. It is maintained
that appreciation of the significance of these everyday errors is
important for both the practice and theory of psychology; this is
especially so in the contribution it furnishes to the problem of
psychical determinism, and in the understanding it gives to the
deeper, non-conscious motives of conduct. It further throws a
valuable light on certain social problems, notably the question of
mutual misunderstandings in everyday life, and on the importance
of affective influences in forming decisions and iudgements.

CHAPTER III

THE THEORY OF SYMBOLISM 1

l,rrr,xlrrction-True Svmbolism-Genesis of Svmbolism-Functional Svmbolism-
Conclusions

I. INrnoDUcrroN
\tl lttcntion was primarlly directed to this subject, to the desira-
I'rlrtv <f attaining a fuller understanditg of the theoretical nature
,,t s1'rnbolism, through observing that it is the interpreting of
n'rrrlrols which calls forth the greatest 'resistance' in psycho-
rrr.rll'tic work, and, further, that this is also the centre of the strongest
')lrlx)sition to psycho-analysis in general. This fact-it may be
r,rllt'rl such, for the observation itself can very easily be checked-
r" rr':rlly more cutious than might appea\ since the meaning of the
.r'rrrlrols in question is the part of psycho-analysis that is most
rrr,k'pcndent of individual psycho-analysts; it is a matter that, so
t, sPcak, stands outside psycho-analysis, being a body of know-
l,',f 1ic that is familtat ground in many other branches of science-
r.r',, irnthropology, folk-lore, philologl, and so on. An explanation
r'l tlrc fact itself will be attempted below.

,\s soon as one begins to go into the subject deeply, however, its
urtt'rcst and importance rapidly widen, more and more problems
r,l)cn out, and at last, especially if the word'symbolism'is taken
rrr its widest sense, the subject is seen to comprise almost the whole
rlcvt'topment of civilisation. For what is this other than L nev.r-
crr,ling series of evolutionary substitutions, a ceaseless replacement
,,f ( )ne idea, interest, capacity, or tendency by another ? The
;,rogrcss of the human mind, when considered genetically, is seen
t" (()nsist, not-2s is commonly thought-merely of a number of
rr r rctioos added from without, but of the following tv/o processes:
, ,n t hc one hand the extension or transference of intetest and
rrrrrlc:rstandiog from eaflteq simpler, and more primitive ideas,
r'rr ., to more difficult and complex ones, which in a certain sense
rrc r'ontinuations of and symbolise the former; and on the other
lr.rrrrl the constant unmasking of previous symbolisrns, the recog-

' Arrrplified from a paper read before the British Psychological Society, lanuary 29,
rsr6. Published in the Britisb tonnal of Pslcbologl, vol. ix.
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88 PAPERS ON PSYCHO-ANALYSIS

nition that these, though previously thought to be literally true,
\rere really only aspects or representations of the truth, the only
ones of which our mind5 rffs1s-fqr either affective or intellectual
reasons-at the time capable. One has only to reflect on the
development of religion or science, for example, to perceive the
truth of this description.

It is evidently necessary, therefore, that we try to understand
more of the nature of symbolism, and of the way in which it operates.
Our effort is met at the outset by this difficulty. The term ' symbol-
ism'has been used to denote very many different things, some of
them quite unconnected with one another, and all of them in need
of differentiation. Those interested in the various uses of the word
may be referred to the historical work of Schlesinger,l who has
collected some hundreds of different meanings and definitions.
Etymology is no guide here, for the eadiest meaning of the Greek
oitp,Bo\"ov does not seem to be the present-day one of a sign,
but a bringing or weaving together, an implication which c^rt
perhaps be traced in the fact that many symbols have' several
significations; the root of the word, Sanscrit gal, Indosermanic
bal, referred especially to the flowing together of water.

The word 'symbolism' is currently used both in a wide sense,
roughly equivalent to sign, and in a strict sense, as in psycho-
analysis, which will be defined later. To give an idea of what
different phenomena are included in the former category, we may
enumerate the following examples. It is applied in the first place
to the idea of various objects, such as emblems, amulets, devices,
tokens, marks, badges, talismans, trophies, charms, phylacteries.
Then it is used to indicate various figures of speech and modes of
thought, such as the simile, metaphor, apologue, metonlml, synec-
doche, allegory, patable, all of which are, of course, differentiated
by philologists. Mythological, artistic, magical, religious, and
mystical fields of thought, as well as that of primitive metaphysics
and science, are often called symbolic. There is a symbolism of
cubism, of the Catholic Church, of freemasonry, a colour symbolism,
and even a symbolic logic. The word is further used to denote
various signs, passwords, and customs. Bowing, for instance, is
said to symbolise the ancient custom of prostration and hence
respect with an absence of hostile intent. Fifty years ago to wear
a red shirt or blouse would have been said to symbolise the fact

' Schlesinger, 'Geschichte des Symbols,' r9rz.
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silo1r rl,r \\ '( ' .rt( 'r '  syttrpathised with Garibaldi, just as to-day a black
,-.!. 11,,r,. rrr rt.lgarrl tcl MuSsolini. The Venetian cefemony in which
rfs I r,,1,1' g'crltlccl thc Adriatic with a dng symbolised the nava|

;*.rrr | ,r l Vt'rrir:c. In Frankish law the seller of a plot-of ground
i"rr,, l,, l  r lrc lrrrycr a single stone from it as a symbol of the tfans-
frrrr,11, rrr,l in ancicnt Bavafian Law a twig was similaiy used in
ttx nr[. ,,1 :r l irrcst. When Louis XI. dispossessed his brother of
i\i.,nrr.rrrtlr', lrc solcmnly broke the ducal ring at an assembly held
Gr;rr1.1.,tv l irr thc purpose in Rouen in 1469; the act symbolised
tlrr, , ,,rrrplctc clcstruction of his brother's authority. Similar examples
,.t rlr. rr.t' of the word could be multiplied endlessly.

\, r\\', urrritl this maze of meanings, what attributes in common
r rrr l,t' louncl between the various ideas and acts denoted by the
r'rrf ' synrbol ' or ' symbolic' ? I think I shall find genen) agree-
frrfrf tlr:rt the following ones ate, if not essentiaL, at least vefy
r lrrr.rt tt.ristic, and from them we may advance to a more precise
r l ' t r r r r t r , , r t  of  the problem.

r ,,\ synrbol is a rePfesentative or substitute of some other idea
ftr,rrr rvlrich in the context it derives a secondary significance not
fnlrrrcrrt in itself. It is important to note that the flow of signifi-
r.fr((- rs from the primaty idea to the secondatY, to the symbol,
r, I lrrt t1'pically a more essential idea is symbolised by a less essential.
I lrrrr :rll .sorts of important things may be represented by 

^ 
shred

r,f rrr,rtt 'r ial called a flag.
t . lr rcpresents the primary element through having something

nr ( ,,rnnron with it. Thus it would be a stretch of language to call
. nrn('nronic knot in a handkerchief a symbol of the idea that has
t,, lx. rcrucnrbered, although some writers do so.l The associariion
Irr.r1. lrc an internal or an extefnal one. An association, howeVer,
r.lrr, lr is superficial to the reasofl may often be of significance in
fre lrrr11, c'specially in the unconscious.

| .,\ syrnbol is characteristically sensodal and concfete' whereas
tlx r,lr.:r rcpresented may be a relatiuell2 absttact and complex one.
llx uyrrrlrt;l thus tends to be shorter and more condensed than the
i! r r,.1,rcscnted. The explanation of bowing, given above, well
t l l r rot  r , r tcs th is.

I \r rrrllrlic modes of thought are the mofe primitive, both
t{rr,,},r rrt.trcall/ and phylogenetically, and fePfesent a reversion

' I 1 ,licrrcro, 'Les lois Psychologiques de Symbolisme,' r89t, p' z1 et seq'
r l,r rruc symbolism the idea is general rather than absttact.

4



90 PAPERS ON PSYCHO-ANALYSIS

to some simpler and earlier stage of mental development. They
are therefore more often met with in conditions that favour such a
reversion ; for example, fatigue, drowsiness, bodily illness, neurosis
and insanity, and, above all, in dreams, where conscious mental
life is reduced almost to a minimum. A simple observation in this
connection is that a tired man usually prefers looking at anillustrated
paper, where ideas are presented on a sensorial plane, to reading.

t. In most uses of the word a symbol is a manifest expression
for an idea that is more or less hidden, secref, or kept in resenre.
Most typically of all the person employing the symbol is not even
conscious of what it actually represents.

6. Symbols resemble wit in being made spontaneously, auto-
matically, and, in the broad sense of the word, unconsciously.l
The stricter the sense in which the term 'symbolism' is used, the
truer is this statement.

fn accord with the two attributes last mentioned is the attitude
of the conscious mind towards the interpretation of the symbol,
in regard to both comprehension and feeling. The'wider and
more diluted the sense in which the word 'symbol ' is used, the
more easily is its meaning perceived and the more readily is the
interpretation accepted. With a symbol in the strict sense, on the
contrarf , the individual has no notion of its meaning, and rejects,
often with repugnance, the interpretation.

By the enumeration of these six attributes we have narrowed and
defined the field somewhat, but they still apply to a considerable
number of different mental processes-in fact, to most forms of
indirect figurative representation. Tlte tbesis wi// bere be maintained
tbat trae slmbolirrn, in tbe strict rerce, is to be distinguislted fron otltcr
forrts of indirect repre.rentation, a;nd that not merely Ls a matter of
convenience, because it is different from the rest, but because the
cleat conception thus gained of the nature of the differences must
prove of value in understanding the most primitive levels in mental
development and their relation to conscious thought. Before
doing so, and before seeking to define the distinguishing character-
istics of true symbolism, it will be profitable briefly to examine
a purely linguistic question-namely, the metaphorical use of
words;2 for it is certain that the metaphor is one of the processes-

1 See Ferrero, op. cit,, p. 24.
' Cf. E. R .Ivlaye, art. on ' Enlargement of Vocabulary' in O'Neill's 'Guide to the

English Language,' rgr5.

' THE THEORY OF SYMBOLISM 9r
..n,1 rlrc rrrost familiar one-that have to be distinguished from
| 1 ,  r  r  I  , ,  ,  I  t  s t  t  t  .

l lr. srrrrilc is the simplest figure of speech; it logically antedates
ir, n rlrc rnctaphor, and certainly the adjective. In some primitive
brr1.tr.r1it's -0.g.t Tasmanian-there afe no adjectives, similes being
ml ,l rrr tlrcir stead, the reason, no doubt, being that it is easier to
r.lrrrcr\'(' t concrete object which can be used in comparison than
frr ,rlr..f rut't the notion of an attribute. The metaphor differs froma
rurrrh' in the suppression of one of the terms of comparison; we
rr). l,r cxample, 'he buffeted the blows of Fortune,' instead of
' f rr' :.f t'(Nc against his ill fortune as he would have buffeted away
lrl,rrvs.' A metaphor, therefore, presupposes a simile, which is the
nr, 't(' primitive figure; in it the words 'as ' or ' like ' are suppressed,
rf r,'rrglr always implied. In a simile a resemblance is pointed out
fx'r\r'ccn things that in other respects are different-4.g., 'lies,
trhr. ('r()ws, come home to roost '; a mete parallel does not con-
rrrrurc a simile. Our motive in employing a simile is to add orna-
rrrt'rrr, firrce, or vividness to the phrase, but it is to be supposed
rlr.rr t lrc original motive, as in Tasmania, was to indicate the presence

't :rn attribute by the simple process of comparison. The dream
nrrl\(:s frcquent use of this latter device, which is, in fact, its usual
\\,,r)' o[ indicating an attribute; often quite a complicated descrip-
f f f ,n (rl- a person carr be conveyed by identifying-i.e., comparing-
lrrrrr wirh someone else. This dream mechanism of identification
lrrr points of contact with the metaphor also. Thus, if a person's
r 'ntlucL or appearance resembles in some way that of a lion or bull,
lrc' nury masquerade in a dream in the form of the animal, just
r, rrr spcech we use such expressions as 'he was a lion in the
lrglr t . '

lrr the evolution, or what philologists call the decay, of the
rrrrrrplror there are three stages, which ate, of course, not shatply
rrrrr l,crl <-rff from one another. In the first of these a word that
rh nr,st often used in its literal sense is occasionally used in a figura-
fr\'(' ()nc, where its metaphotical nature is at once obvious; an
rrrrrrlr lc would be'the wrath of the gale.' In the second stage
fr,,rlr tlrc iiteral and figurative senses arcfamlltar, so that when the
u 'rtl is used in the latter sense we are conscious of its metaphorical
n,rrrrrc only slightly or on reflection-preconsciously, as psycho-
rrrrlvsts would way; thus 'we speak of 'the depth of the sea'
l r r t ' r r l l l r  and' the depth of  despair ' f igurat ively.  In the th i rd
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stage the figurative sense has become the usual, literal one, and
through eithet ignorance or forgetfulness we are no longer awale
of its original literal meaning; thus the word 'rnelancholy' does
not make us think of black bile, nor does the expression 'acuity
of mind' make us think of a cutting edge. Here the decay of the
metaphor is complete, and the figurative 'symbol' has acquired
an objective reality of its own in place of the subiective one of the
eadier stages.

The nature of metaphor will be discussed below in connection
with the distinction between it and true symbolism. But con-
sideration of the evolution of the metaphor, as just indicated,
already teaches us, amongst other things, that the simile is the
primary process, there being sufficient likeness between two ideas
for them to be treated as at least in some respect equivalent. We
note, further, the gradual transference of significance from one use
of a word to another, end.ing in the independence of the original
metaphor, which has acquired a reality of its own. Thjs process
is no doubt parallel to the gradual extension and evolution of
the ideas themselves that are denoted by the words. To show
how extraordinarily the uses of a word can ramify from its original
simple one, just as other mental Ptocesses (interests, ideas, etc.)
ramify and extend from a primary one, the example may be taken
of the current uses only of the word 'head.' The following are only
a few of its numerous applications: the head of the armyi the
head of, a class; the head of a pin; the head of a coin; the head
of the table (i.e., the person sitting at its chief end); the heads or
headings of an article; the many idiomatic phrases such as 'to
give a horse its head,' etc. It would take a volume to expound the
nmifications of any of the primary roots of a language.

About the motives for metaphor-making more will be said
presently, but a few remarks may be made at this point. A prom-
inent motive seems to be to heighten appreciation on the hearer's
part by calling to his mind another image more easily apprehended
or comptehended, usually one more familiar in resPect of the
attribute implied (though by no means necessarily in other respects);
or, to present the obverse of the same idea, a metaphor serves to eke
out the relative paucity of attributive description. In this sentence
the stress falls on the word 'easily'; a metaphor makes the idea,
and especially the accompanying affect, more credible, plastic, and
casJ. It overcomes a (relative) difficulty in apprehension or, as

, THE THEORY OF SYMBOLISM 9'
rl,r' (;rse may be, in presentation; this difficulty may be of either
rrrtcllct'ttral or affective origin.

il. Tnur Svrrnor,rsu
'l'lrc subject of metaphors will be left fot the moment in this

rf Al'c, and that of true symbolism entered on. What I shall here'
lrf'pr)sc to call true symbolism is one variety of the group of
rrr,lirt'r:t representation to which six attributes w'efe attached above.
lr tlrcrcfore possesses these attributes together with a number of
,r lrcrs that distinguish it from the test of the group. Before defining
tlrt'sc and discussing them in detail, I wish to prepare the reader's
rrrintlbyremarking that an important characteristic of true symbolism
rr tlr:rt the interpretation of the symbol usually evokes a reaction of
rrrrprisc, increduliry, and repugnance on the part of those un-
l;rrrriliar with it. An example that well illustrates these features is
tlrc interpretation of the familiar Punchinello of the marionette
:\t:r!lc as a phallic symbol, on which something may be added by
u':ry of exposition.

'l'hc conception of the male otgan as a'little man' is extremely
u'itlcspread, and, by the process known to mythologists as 'de-
r , xrr1'rosition,l it often becomes personified and incorporated in an
rrr,lcpendent figute. A latge numbef of the dwatfs, gnomes, and
;',,lrlins so common in folk-lore and legend are of this naturerz
tlrcir characteristic attributes being that they are deformed, ugly
r,rricatures of men, wicked and even malign-yet sometimes willing
t, bc friendly and to yield seryices on certain conditions, able to
1'crli)rm wonderful and magical feats, and winning their own way
ur spite of theit obvious disadvantages. Sand's description of
f 'rrrrt'hinello is in these respects typical:3 'Il a le cceur aussi sec que
',r,rr l>iton, c'est un igoiste dans toute l'acception du mot. Sous une
,fl'l),rrcnte belle humeur, c'est un 6tre f€toce; il tait le mal Pour
lc 1'laisir de le faire. Se souciant de la vie d'un homme comme
,lc t'clle d'une puce, il aime et chetche des querelles. . Il ne
r r.rirrt ni Dieu ni diable, lui qui a vu passer, sous son nez ctochu
cf vcrruqueux, tant de soci6t€s et de religions . . (speaking of
lrrr passion for women) malgrd ses bosses et sa figure peu faite

I Sec Ernest Jones, American Jomnal of Pslcfulogy, vol. xxi., pp. ro;, ro6.
I scc, c.g., Freud's analysis of Rumpelstilzchen, Intcrnat. Zeitscbr. f. ,eail. Pgeln-

t , t / t te,  Jahrg.  i . ,  S.  r48.
' If aurice Sand, 'Masgues ct Bouffonsr' 186o, vol. i., p. r24.
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Pour sdduire, il est si caustique, si persuasi{ si entreprenant et
:t i"r.*nt, .qu'il a des succds.' Nodier' fitiingry 

"p,i"r"fhiseshim, 'O Polichinelle, simulacre anim6 de l'homme naturel aban-donn€ e ses instincts.' His physical 
"h"r..t.ristics wel accordwith this intetpreration: the Ifng rroot.a-rrtr., rong chin, pro-jecting hump on his back, piominent stornach, and pointedcaP.

Punchinello seems first to ha1e. made his appearance in Engrandwith the Resto ration,z but his- history ,nd t"t of similar figuresis a wodd-wide one.B In England he q"t;", became assimilatedwith, and took some of his fe-atures from, the English clown and
J"* Pudding, jusr as in Germany he fused with the Hanswurst.rn Eastern countries he is m.t.*iih 

"r-f;;oheus. The protorypeof all rnodern ,polichinellos is, the N.ffit" n polecenella, whocannot be traced farther back than the Renaissanie. rt is highryprobable, however, that he is a itneal descendant of the Maccusof the Roman atellanes (introduced in the sixth century), for thestatue of Maccus in the capponi Museum at Rome G;;f irii7r.7,but.dating- from Roman'times) shews the closest resemblanceto the modern figure.
The attribute of comicahty attaching to such figures is of con_siderable interest in more ih^n on. dir.ction. The idea of themale organ as a cornic mannikin, a . funny littt. man,, is a verycommon one, and is much mofe natural to women than to men.The source and *.?ry"g of this arone constitutes a probrem whichcannot be dealt with heie, since it would lead us too f", ,*rf irrrothe nature of the. comic in general.a The idea itself is a subsectionof phalli_c symbolism,.conce.-rrrg which the reade r mayi. i.-i"a.aof the following points: There are two broad classes of suchsymbols, the patriarcha-l symbors 

"{r!. eagle, buil, etc., repres.rrairrgthe father's power and rights, and the i^trr^rrn"r ,f-u'orr- *pr.-senting the revolutionary son. The latte t are agun divided intotwo sub-groups: those, such as the devil, the cick, the serpent,etc., which are tabooed and interdicted, ani those, ,o.h as the io"a,
1 Nodier, quoted by Sand, o1t. cit., p. r+7.2 It is interestinE that in th" fit.t t"."td"a mention of him in England (Accountsof the overseers or st. v"tti" s,-1e*j;" showman,s .r"-" i. given as punchinello,

an-example of the identification of man witf, puppert M*y points have been elucidated si"." n^yrr" collier,s (anonymous) . History ofPu1r* and Judy,' 1828, the fullest *ork o., the subject.a See Fteud, 'Der \Witz und ,"irrc n"ri.lrorrg ,,r*'UrrUa*o.rren,, r9o5, Kap. vii.
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{f*, rl '( ' .;rrr(l the assr (the animal sacred to the worship of Priapus,
rrrtr r'lrit'h the figure of Punchinello is constantly brought into
l0.r,"r r,rf ron), which are contemned as ridiculous and comic.

I r"r1'111 add that there is a slight trace of the original revolu-
fr*rrruv rrrcaning of the matriarchal phallic symbol left in the pose
r.f rrrr lr t'onric figures-the most striking example of which was the
nr,,lr,r'r'rrl court jester-as critics who lash the conventions of
r.xrr'tr ' . ' l 'here is a hint of this point in one of Bernard Shaw's
t,rr ' l .rr, 's;2 it runs: 'Every despot must have one disloyal subject
t' l',r'r'1.' him sane Democracy has now handed the sceptre of
rf' ,lcspot to the sovereign people; but they, too, must have their
r.ntt'ssor, whom they call Critic. Criticism is not only medicinally
rrlrrt,rr\': it has positive popular attractions in its cruelty, its
1.lr,fr;rtrrrship, and the gtatification given to envy by its attacks on
rl,,' 1' rc'tt, and to enthusiasm by its praises. It may say things which
nrrnv u'ould like to say, but dare not. . . . Its iconoclasms, seditions,
rrrrl lrllsphemies, if well turned, tickle those whom they shock;
r,, tlrlt the Critic adds the privileges of the court jester to those
,,t t lrt' t'onfessor. Garrick, had he called Dr. Johnson Punch, would
lr,rvc spoken profoundly and wittily; whereas Dr. Johnson, in
f,rrrfrng that epithet at him, was but picking up the cheapest sneer
rn ; r t ' tor  is  subject  to. '

\\'c' lrave next to consider the respects in which this example
,lrtlcrs lrom those given earlier in the paper, and it will be well
rurr r,, cxamine the definitions offered by other writers. The most
r I rr | , r[- these is that given by Rank and Sachs,s which I will quote
fff trrl l : 'Ein letztes, wegen seiner besonderen Eignung zur
Vr rlrtrllung des Unbewussten und zu seiner Anpassung (Kom-
l,r,'rrrrssbiidung) an neue Bewusstseinsinhalte riberall mit Vorliebe
i I r \r'('n(lctes Ausdrucksmittel des Verdrdngten ist das Slzzbo/.
\\ rr vcrstchen darunter eine besondere Art der indirekten Datstel-
!rurp,, ,lic durch gewisse Eigentiimlichkciten von den ihm naheste-
frr n,lcrr rlcs Gleichnisses, der Metapher, der Allegorie, der Anspiel-
un;. rrntl anderen Formen der bildlichen Darstellung von Gedanken-
rrrrtr n;rl (nach Art des Rebus) ausgezeichnet ist. Das Symbol
rrr llr 1'1'lyissermassen eine ideale Vereinigung all dieser Ausdrucks-

' ',,. 5r,,rfcr, 'Marias Jungfr2iuliche Mutterschaft, ' tgr4.
r | . l{ Slraw, ' Plays Unpleasant,' 1898, p. vii i,
0 lr rrrl ;rntl Sachs, ' Die Bedeutung der Psychoanalyse ftir die Qeisteswissenschaften,

r;r1,  \ '  t t '
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mittel dat: es ist ein stellvertretender anschaulicher Ersatzausdruck
ftir etwas Verborgenes, mir dem es sinnfdllige Merkmale gemeinsam
hat oder durch innere Zusammenhdnge aisoziativ verbunden ist.
sein !7esen liegt in der Zwei- odei Mehrdeutigkeit, wie es iaselbst auch durch eine Art Verdichtuflg, ein Zor"--enwerfen
(cu p" B cl\tletz) einzelner chamkteristischer Elemente entstanden ist.
Seine Tendenz vom Begriflichen nach dem Anschaulichen stellt
es in die Niihe des primitiven Denkens, und als solches gehort die
symbolisierung wesentlich dem unbewussten an, entbehit aber als
Kompromissleistung keineswegs der bewussten Determinanten,
die in verschieden starkern Anteil die Symbolbildung und das
Symbolverstdndnis bedingen.' ['A final means of e*p-ression of
repressed material, one which lends itself to very geniral use on
account of its especial suitability for disguising the unconscious
and adapting it (by compromise formations) to new contents of
consciousness, is the Symbol. By this term we understand a special
kind of indirect representation which is distinguished by cirtain
peculiarities from the simile, metaphor, allegory, allusion, and
other forms of pictorial ptesentation of thoughi material (after
the manner of a rebus), to all of which it is related. The symbol
represents an almost ideal union of all these means of exprission:
it is a substitutiy:, -perceptual replacement-expression for s6mething
hidden, with which it has evident characteristics in common or ii
coupled by internal associative connections. fts essence lies in its
hlving two or more meanings, as, indeed, it itself originated in
a kind of condensation, an arnalgamation of individual cha-racteristic
elements. rts tendency from the conceptual to the perceptual
indicates its nearness to primitive thought; by this relationship
symbolisation essentially belongs to the or.onr.ious, though, in iti
function as a compromise, it in no way lacks conscious determirirg
factors, which in varying degrees condition both the formation of
symbols and the understandirg for them.'J
_ _Th!y then specify the characteristics of true symbols as follows:l
' Die stellvertretung firr unbewusstes, die konstante Bedeutung, die
unabhdngigkeit von individuellen Bedingungen, die entilick-
lungsgeschichtliche Grundlage, die sprachu;he; Beziehungen, die
phylogenetischen Parallelen (ir, Mythus, Kult, Religioi, etc).'
['Representation of unconscious matefial, constani meaning,
independence of individual conditioning factors, evolutionary basii,

r Op. cit., S, ft,
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| ,,,. r r r '. r i(' connections, phylogenetic parallels in myths, cults,
rr ),p1r,,rr, ctc.'] These attributes wil l next be examined and com-
*u nf  { ' r l  on in order.

r lirl>resentation of Unconscious Material.-This is perhaps the
,lrer.r<'rcristic that most sharply distinguishes true symbolism
lf.rn thc other processes to which the name is often applied.
llr rt is meant, not so much that the concepts symbolised are not
ln,r\\'rr to the individual, for most often they ate, as that the affect
rn\ r..,t ing the concept is in a state of repression,and so is unconscious.
I rrrtlrr.r, the pfocess of symbolisation is carried out unconsciously,
.,r,1 tlrt. individual is quite unawafe of the meaning of the symbol
lu, lr.rs crnployed; indeed, is often unaware of the fact that he has
r rrrlrl,i,cd one at al7, since he takes the symbol fot reality. The
l ru.rl comparison between the idea symbolised and the symbol
f rr,. nt.VCf been present to consciousness at all, or else has only been
f ,f f...(.r)t fora time and then forgotten. In many cases this point of
r,nrl,:trison is eVident as Soofl aS one'S attention is directed to
rlr,' l;rt't of comparison. In other cases considerable reflection is
rr,.,.,lt.tl to discover it, and in Some cases it is not yet patent-that
rr to sir/, any possible points of comparison between the two ideas
rr.('nr t()o tenuous to justify the symbolism, even when the fact
,,t r lrt '  latter is undoubted.

: . (.onstant Meaning.-The statement here implied needs some
nr,,,lrtit:ation. A given symbol may have two or occasionally even
rr,,r(. rncanings; for instance, in dreams a foom may symbolise
,rrlrr.r :r woman or a womb. In that case the intefpretation will
.lr'1,r.1111 on the context, the associations, and other material available.
\ I ,r ,'l t'rcnce for one of these meanings can Sometimes be correlated
rrrlr rlrc social class, the mental circle, or the race to which the
rrr,lrvr.ltral using the symbol belongs, of it may depend on purely
rfr,lrvr,lual constellations. But the possible variation in meaning is
rrr cr.rlilsly restricted, and the striking feature is its constancy in
rlrtlr.r<.rrt fields of symbolism, dteams, myths, etc., and in different
lrrr,lr ,rf people. It has furthet to be remembered that in inter-

l,r.tation it iJ often a question, not of eithet this meaning or that,
lrrrt ,,1'lroth. fn unconscious condensation, as shown, for instance,
in rlrr.;u'rls, there afe Sevefal layers, in each of Which one of the
f,r. rrrnr{Ts is the true one. IThen these points arc aPprcciated it udll
l. \('('n that there is little scoPe for arbitrariness in the inter-
I ' r r  f  . r f  r r rn of  SymbOlS.

4*
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3. Independence of Indiaidual Conditioning Factors.-I find that this
attribute is not unambiguously expressed in the words chosen,
or else it is a question of the shades of meaning not being identical
in the corresponding English and German words. 'Independence
of ' should be rather ' Non-dependence on,' the point being that
the symbolism is not conditioned by individual factors only. The
individual has not an unlimited range of choice in the creation of
a given symbol, but on the contnry a very restricted one, more
important determining factors being those that arc common to
Tatge classes of men or, more often, to mankind as a whole. The
part played by individual factors is a much more modest one.
\While the individual cannot choose what idea shall be represented
by 

^ 
given symbol (for the reason iust mentioned), he can choose

what symbol out of the many possible ones shall be used to represent
a given idea; more than this, he can sometimes, for individual
reasons, represent a given idea by a symbol that no one else has
used as a symbol.l Xfhat he cannot do is to give a regular symbol
a different meaning from anyone else; he can merely choose his
symbols or make new ones, and even in the latter case they have the
same meaning as they would with other people who might use
them.

This curious independence of symbolic meanings raises in another
form the old question of the inheritance of ideas. Some writers-
0.g., Jung-hold that anthropological symbolism is inherited as
such, and explain in this way its stereotyped nature. For reasons
I have developed elsewhere,z I adhere to the contrary view that
symbolism has to be re-created afresh out of individual material,
and that the stereotypy is due to the uniformity of the human
mind in regard to the particular tendencies that furnish the source
of symbolism-i.r., to the uniformity of the fundamental and
perennial interests of mankind. If this view is true, then further
study of the subject must yield important conclusions as to the
nature of the latter.

4. Euolutionary Basis.-This genetic aspect of symbolism will be
dealt with at length later on in the paper.

5. Lingaistic Connections.-'V7e have seen that in symbolism the
unconscious notices and makes use of comparisons between two
ideas which it would not occur to our conscious mind to bring

1 See Freud, 'Die Traumdeuturlgr' I '4t fl., r9r9, S. z4o.
2 Imago, Jahrg.  i . ,  t9rz,  S.486,487.
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r.'1','rlr.r. Now, the study of etymology, and especially of semantics,
fr \r.rf'. tlrc interesting fact that; although the word denoting the

.., 'r l ' , ,1 rrr:ry have no connotation of the idea symbolised, yet its
lr'rrr rr v rrlways shows some connection with the latter. This con-
f fr r I l,n nrily be one of different kinds. Thus it may appeat in one
r;'lrr tc olt thought-e.g., 1vi1-'drhen it is not present in the ordinary
'r, ,,1 tlrc word; for example, the well-known 'officers' femounts'
;,,1.r' t urrcnt during the South African War illustrates the uncon-
'r r,,ir\ :rss<lciation between the ideas of riding and of coitus, although
rl'l', .r:is()ciation is very fat ftom being present in most spheres of
f l'rrr1'111. It may appeat in an older and now obsolete use of the
r.rur(' word, in the root from which the word was dedved, or from
, rr lrcr words cognate with it.

l'lris may be illustrated from the example of symbolism depicted
rl,,,v1'. 'fhe name Punchinello is an English contamination (see
lx.l,,r,v) derived from the Neapolitan pol(l)ecenella (modern Italian
1,tr/, tue/h), which is the diminutive of pollecena, the young of the
trrrkt'y-cock (the modern Italian pulcino means pullet, puhinello
lx'rrr1; its diminutive); the turkey-cock itself is a recognised phallic
o1'rrrl>ol, as, indeed, is the domestic cock, both ideationally and
frrrritristically. The Latin root is pullus, which means the young
,| ,rrry animall the phallus is often, for obvious reasons, identified
u rtlr the idea of a male child, a little boy or little man. The reason
rr lr1' thc name came to be used in this connection is thought to be
tlr(' r'cscmblance between the nose of the actot and the hooked bill
,,1 t lrc bird, and again it may be pointed out that both nose and beak
.rr(' ('()lnmon phallic symbols.

'f 'lrc name polecenella, or its English variant 'polichinello'
glrrtvcd, aia the French polichinelle), was contaminated with the
I rrlilish word 'punch,' the main meaning of which is a tool for
I'r'rl,rrating material, with or without the impressing of a design

r,.(., to pierce metal or to stamp a die; it used to mean a dagger
(rrrrrrhcr common symbol). The word is short for ' puncheon,'
u lrrr'lr used to mean a bodkin or dagger, and is now used in
r.rrl)c'Irtry to denote 'a short upright piece of timber which serves
r,,:,tr lfco one ormore long timbers or to support a load'; it comes
rf "rn the late Latin punctiara, to prick or punch. Pepys, in his
' | )r;rry,' April 3o, 1669, calls punch ' a word of common use for
'rll tlrlt is thick and short,'and refers to a gun (by the way, yet
arr,,rlrcr phallic symbol), 'which, frorn its shortness and bigness,
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they do call Punchinello.' Suffolk punches are thick-set draught
horses with short legs.

To sum up, the four ideas that keep recurring in connection
with the name 'punchinello ' are (t) 

^ 
caressing name for male

9ffspring, equivalent to ' little man,' (r) 
^ 

projectin g pafi of the
b_ody, (3) the morion of piercing or penetratirg, 

".td 
(a) that of

shortness and stoutns5s-f6ur ideas that admkably serve to describe
the male organ and nothing else ; indeed, there is no other object
to which the curious combination applies of stourness and pricking.
Finally, I may add that two common expressions becoire more
intelligible in the light of the interpretation just given. . To be
as proud (or pleased) as Punch': overweening pride is intimately
associated in the unconscious with exhibitionistic self-adoration.
' He has plenty of punch in him': in this modern Americanism
the word 'punch' is used as a synonym for the colloquial 'back-
boner' 'spunkr' ' sandr' etc,-i.e., symbols of the male organ and
its product.

In connection with the phallic signification of the staff wielded
by Punchinello, one may remark that the word itself is cognate
with the M.H.G. staben, to become stifl both probably coming
lrom a pre-Teutonic root sta, which means to stand up. A more
familiar piece of knowledge is that the word 'yard,; used as a
measure of length, had three centuries ago two other current
meanings-(t) a staff, and (z) the phallus. It is still used in the
latter sense by sailors ; the Persian word ' khutka' also means
both ' club ' and 'penis,' rt is an equivalent of the jester's bauble.
In addition to the long nose and staff already mentioned, Punchinello
di_splays several other phallic attributes, the dog Toby being one
of them. The fact that such a symbol can in its turn have similar
symbols attached to it, a fact strikingly illustrated in the phallic
ornaments worn as amulets by Roman ladies,r confirms the view
taken above of the identification of man with phallus, of the whole
with the part.

Even with symbol wotds where it is hard to trace any association
between them and the words denoting the ideas symbolised, such
an association is often apparent in the case of synonyms or foreign
equivalents. A good eiample is out word ' room'-a room iJ a
regular unconscious symbol for woman-where one has to go to
very remote Aryan sources-r.g., Old Irish-to find any trace of

I See Vorbergr' Museum eroticum Neapolitanum,' Sect. 'Bronzen.,
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r fr rrrrrrinc connotation; one has only to turn, however, to the
r.r rf lr,rfr cquivalent, Zirumer, to find that the compound Frauen-
Ft,. i, ' t t.t ' is a common colloquialism for woman.

(, l'l4,logenetic Parallels.-One of the most amazing fealures of
rr,,(- ..\'r)rbolism is the remarkable ubiquity of the same symbols,
.r l,rt lr :rrc to be found, not only in different fields of thought, dreams,
$ f f . lrrsrrnity, poetfy, etc., among a given class and at a given level
,,f r rvilisation, but among different faces and at different epochs
,,t I lrt' rvorld's history. A symbol which to-day we find, for instance,
rn .rrr ol>scene joke is also to be found in a mythical cult of Ancient
(,rr.r.('(., and another that we come acfoss only in dream analysis
.,.r.. rrsccl thousands of years ago in the sacred books of the East.
I'lrt. ti rllowing examples may be quoted in illustration of this corre-
.,1,',n(lcnce. The idea of teeth, in dreams, is often symbolically
rr.l;rtt.tl to that of child-birth, a connection that is hatdly evef
l.un(l in consciousness; in the Song of Songs 'v/e read: 'Thy
rcct lr :rrc as a flock of sheep, which go up from the washing, whereof
('\'('r\'()ne beareth twins, and there is not one barren among them.'
'l'lrt. iclea of a snake, which is never consciously associated with
rlr:rt of the phallus, is regulady so in dreams, being one of the most
(()nstant and invariable symbols: in primitive religions the two
r,lt.rrs are quite obviously interchangeable, so that it is often hard
ro rlistinguish phallic from ophitic worship; many tfaces of this
.rrr. to be found even in the Old Testament. The idea of father or
rrrot lrcr is constantly symbolised in dreams by that of king or queen
r(.sl)cctively. The word 'king' is ultimately derived from the
S.rrrscrit root gan, meaning to beget; ganaka was the Sanscrit for
l.rtlrr.r, and occurs also in the Vedas as the name of a well-known
Lrrrg. The word 'queen' comes from the Sanscrit gani, which
f f r(.lns simply mother. The Czar of Russia is, or fathef was until
rr.t t.ntl/, called the 'Little Father,' the same title as the Hunnish
,\ttilt (diminutive of Atta:father). The title 'I:andesvater " is
( onrnx)nly used in Germany, just as the Americans still call
\\';rshington the ' Father of his Country.' The ruler of the Catholic
( lrtrrch is called the 'Holy Father,' or by his Latin name of
'  l t ; t1r :1. '

It1, adding the six attributes just discussed to the more general
.,rx rrrcntioned eailte4we have formulated a conception of symbolism
,r.. tlrstinct from the other kinds of indirect representation. The
I'r(.('isc differences and relations between them will be discussed
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more fully below, and we may conclude this section
consideration of the acrual content of symbolism.

by 
^ 

brief

The numbet of symbols met with in ptactice is extraordinarily
high, and can certainly be counted by tliousands.' In astonishing
contrast with this stands the curious fact that the number of ideai
thus symbofised is very limited indeed, so that in the interpretation
of them the complaint of monotony is naturally often heard. The
fact of this remarkable disproportion between the number of sym-
bols and that of symbolised ideas in itself raises many interesiing
ptoblems, on which, perhaps, some light may be thiown by ,h"
considerations that will be discussed below in connection with the
genesis of symbolism.

All ynbols represent ideas of ttte self and tbe inmediate blood relatiue-r,
or of tlte pbeuomelta of birtb, /oue, and deatb. In other words, they
represent the most primitive ideas and interests imaginable. The

1 There is no sati-sfactory_ comprehensive work on the content of symbolism. The
most reliable collec_tion, unfortunately much too unfinished for what is needed, is that
given in-Freud's 'fyrlndeutung' (4" Aufl., s. z6z-274),amplified in his . vodesungen
zur Einfiihrung in die Psychoanalyse ' (Zweiter Teil, 1916, S. 164-rgo). The numerous
examples scatteted through Otto Rank's works can also be depended on. In Stekel's
' Sprache des Ttaumes' and his 'Angstzustinde' there is an extensive material, useful
to those capable of- criticising it. On the anthropological side one may mention the
well-known works by Bachofen, 'Versuch tiber die Grabersymbolik dei Alten,, rg59;
Burton, 'Terminal Essay of the Arabian Nights,' rggo; cox, . Mythology'of ihe
Atyx, Nations,' r87o; Dieterich, 'Mutter Erde,' z" Aufl., ryr3r Dulariie, . Des
divinitis gindratrices,'rSoy (much enlarged in a German ediiion by Krauss and
Reiskel, 'Die Zeugung in Glauben, sitten und Briiuchen der volker,, rgog); Faber,
'otigin of Pagan rdohtry,' 1816; Fanin, ' Secret Museum of Naples,, 

-e"grirh 
rrans-

lation, r87z; Fergusson, 'Tree and serpent rilzorship,' rg73; Forlong, .lhe Rivers
of Life,' 1883; Higgins, 'Anacalypsis,' r8y-fi36; Inman, .Ancient Faittrs embodied
in Ancient Names,' 1868, and 'Ancient pagan and Modem Christian Symbolism,
(the most useful book on the subject) , 1869, Second Edition fi74; Harg:p,ve Jennings,
'The Rosicrucians,' 1887; King, 'The Gnostics and their Remain{' rs6a; valni
Knight, 'A Discourse on the rvorship of priapus,, 17g6, New Ediiion rd7r, and
'The syrnbolical Language of Ancient Att and Mythology,' rgrg, New Edition rg76;
Moor, 'Hindu Pantheon,' rSro; Staniland Sfake, 'TIie Influince of the phallic
Idea in the Religions of {-rjlq"i,y,', Journ. of Antbropotogl, r87o, Nos. r and. z, and
'serpent $Zorship,' 1888; rTake and ru7e_stropp, 'An-ieni symbol \rorship,, second
Edition r87t; \Testropp,' Pdmitive Symbolism,' rggy; together with' the less
known works by campbell, 'Phallic sTorship,' rggT; Fieim^ik, , okkultismus und
Sexualit2it'; Hermann, '-Xenologie des saeming,' r9o5; Kittel, . uber den ursprung
des Lingakultus in rndien,' 1876; Lautelt and Nagour, . L,occultisme et I'amo.u !Maehly, 'Die Schlang! im Mythus und Cultus dir classischen volker,, rg67; de
Mortillet, 'Le Signe de la Croix avant le Christianisme,' 1866; Sellon, . pirallic
lTorship in fndia,' Memoirs of the Anthropological Society, vol. i., and .Annotations
on the Sacred \wdtings of the Hindus,' New Edition rgoz Storfer, op. cit. A number
of recent books-a.g., those by Bayley, Blount, chuichward, Hannay-are of much
less value than their pretensions would suggest.
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r, rr.rl rrrrrrrbcr of ideas is rather gteatef, however, than might be
rrrlrl,,r1.1l from the briefness of .this summafy-they amount,
.1.',i,.,1!s, t() about a hundred-and a few supPlementary femarks
.,, ,,,:,,..r,,ry. The self comprises the whole body of afly sePafate

l,rrt ,,1 it, not the mind; perhaps twenty different ideas can here
i, ,.r.rrrlr.lised. The relativls include only father, mother, brothers
.,rrl \rstcrs, and children; vafious pafts of their bodies also can
l'. n'rrrl>9lised. Birth can rcfer to the ideas of giving birth, of
1,.1,,.1tin11, of of being-born oneself. The idea of death is in the
un, r,1s(-t()us a relatively simple one, that of lasting absence; it
rlrr..r's rcfers to the death of others, fot the idea of one's own
,L rrlr is probably inconceivable as such in the unconscious, being
,rlu,,rvs cbnverted into Some other one.l Love, of mofe strictly

'rcxu;rlity, compfises a vefy considerable numbef of distinct pfo-
r (.\\(.st i*t"ai"g Some, Such aS excfetofy acts' thatarc not commonly
,,.,,,1i,rir.d to f,ave a Sexual bearing; it would lead us too fat to
.,,,,,,,"r"te and describe them all here, but it may be said that the
r,,r.rl c()nception thus feached closely corfesPonds with Freud's
rlrr.r,ry ,rf sex.' The field of sexual symbolisT i. an astoundingly
rr. lr :trtcl varied one, and the vast maiority of all symbols belong
ril rhis category.s There are probably more-symbgh 

"f 
the male

'rf'rur itself"than all other symbols pyt together' This is a totally
,,,r,:*Pccted finding, even mofe so than the paucity of symbolised
rr[.;rs in generatr rtta iS so difficult to reconcile with our sense of

l,r ot,( ,rtirin that lt needs an effort to refuse the easy escapg of simply
,|.,,'r.ing the facts, a feat which is greatly facilitated by the circum-
,rt.r1(.(. iirat, thanks to our education, the facts afe flot vefy accessible'

l(.rrrli and Sachs' comments in this connection al,e of interest:a
' t),rs l)rdvalieren der sexuellen Symbolbedeutungen erklirt sich

rrrr lrt lur aus der individuellen Tatsache, dass kein Trieb in dem

\l,r.,st. tlcr kulturellen Unterdriickung unterworfen und der direkten

lt,.tr it.tligung entzogen ist, wie J.t aus den Yefschiedensten
" g,r,. r r,. r,"ren;' Komponenten. zusammengesetzte Sexualtrieb, des sen

1,.,'r,, Irischer Vorstellongskreis, das Erotische, daher in weitem
i',,,t,,,rg der indirekten-Darstellung fiihig und bedtirftig ist. Eine

ur.rt grrissere Bedeutung ftir die-Genese der Symbolik hat die

' \, 'r ' (-hapter XXXII. of the Third Edition, P'591'
. \r.r lircud, . Drei Abhandlungen zuf Sexuithlorie,' t9o5, or Chapter IIL of the

1.,  I  r ,  r r l  v ,  r lume.

' '., ,' Sr:hlcsinger, op. cit., S. +ll et seq'
r  f ( .srr l i  r tnd Sachs, op. c i t . ,  S.  ra '
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phylogenetische Tatsache, dass den Geschlechtsorganen und
-Funktionen in primitiven Kulturen eine ftir unsere Begdffe gar:tz
ungeheure Sfichtigkeit beigelegt u/ar, von der wir uns durch die
Tatsachen der ethnographischen Forschung und die in Kult und
Mythus erhaltenen Reste eine anndhernde Vorstellung machen
kcinnen.' ['The prevalence of sexual meanings in symbolism is
not to be explained merely by the individual experience that no
other instinct is to the same extent subjected to social suppression
and withdrawn from direct grattfication as the sexual one, that
instinct built up from multiform " perverse " components, and
the mental domain of which, the erotic, is therefore extensively
susceptible of, and in need of, indirect representation. Much
more significant for the genesis of symbolism is the phylogenetic
fact that in primitive civilisations an importance 'was attached to
sexual organs and functions that to us appears absolutely monstrous,
and of which 'v/e can form some approximate idea from the results
of anthropological investigations and the traces temaining in cults
and myths.']

ilI. Gnxrsrs oF SyMBoLrsM
Having formulated a conception of the nature, characteristics,

and content of symbolism, we may proceed to the more difficult
questions of its genesis. Our point of departure is that in symbolism
a comparison between two ideas, of a kind that is alien to the
conscious mind, is established unconsciously, and that then one
of these-which for the sake of convenience may be called the
secondary idea-may unknowingly be substituted for, and so
represent, the first or primary idea. Two questions immediately
arise from this statement: Why are two ideas identified which
the conscious mind does not find to be similar ? And why does
the one idea symbolise the other and never the reverse ?

Taking the former question first, we begin by noting that it is
the primitive mind which institutes the comparison between the
two ideas, not the adult, conscious mind. This conclusion is
confi.rmed by everything we know about symbolism, the type of
mental process, the high antiquity-in both the individual and the
12ss-6f the actual symbols themselves, and so forth; even the
few new symbols that arc made by the adult-a.g., the Zeppelrn
one-are created by the primitive, infantile mind that persists
rhroughout life in the unconscious.
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f rrst as the simile is the base of evefy metaphof, so is an original
r,L ntilication the base of every symbolism, though it is important
11r,r t, confound these two pfocesses. As Freud puts it:1 ' 'Was
lrr rrt<- symbolisch verbunden ist, war wahrscheinlich in Urzeiten
,lrrr.lr bcgriffiiche und sprachliche Identitit vereint. Die Symbol-
lr.rrt.lrung scheint ein Rest und Merkzeichen einstiger Identitdt.'
l' \\'lrat to-day is symbolically connected was probably in primcval
tuu(.s trnited in conceptual and linguistic identity. The symbolic
r,'l.rtionship seems to be the remains and sign of an identity that
| ,n(  ( '  cx isted. ' ]

'l'lrt: tendency of the primitive mind-as observed in children,
rn s:r\rages, in wit, dreams, insanity, and other products of un'
l,ns('i()us functioning-to identify different obiects and to fuse
rol,ctlrcf different ideas, to note the resemblances and not the
,lrtlc.rcnces, is a universal and most chatacteristic feature, though
rrrrf! those famlhar with the material in question will appreciate
rlr<.t 'olossal scale on which it is manifested. It impresses one as
lrurg one of the most fundamental and primordial attributes of
rlrc nrind. In explanation of it there are two hypotheses, which, as
tlrcy are implicit throughout this section, and, indeed, in the whole
r.ssul may be briefly indicated at this point. The one most usually
.rr t cptcd would refer the phenomenon undet discussion, as well as
nr( )st others of symbolism, to the Stfuctufe of the undeveloped mind,
l,rr which reason it might be termed the static hypothesis; the
f f r;nr) fcature to which they call attention is the intellectualrncapacity
t.r' tliscrimination. The second, psycho-analytical hypothesis,
n,lrilc admitting the importance of this factor, holds that it is in
rr rt.lf insufficient to explain all the phenomena, and postulates other,
,lvrurnric factors as well.

lrr rrry opinion, not one, but three factors, ate opetative in this
l,r.rrcral primitive tendency to identification. The ,first, which is
tlrr. ,rnly one usually recognised, but which I think is much the least
unl)()rrant, is that of mental incapacity. The second, which I shall
grornt ()ut pfesently, has to do with the 'pleasure-pain principle,'
rrr,l thc third, to which Rank and Sachs call attention, with the
'  r r ' ; t l i ty  pr inciple. '

'f 'lrc fiist factor, which I think I shall be able to pfove cannot be
, r, ltrsive, is well indicated in the following passages. Pelletier says:2

I l;rcud, 'Die Traumdeutung,' loc. cit.
I l'cllctier, 'L'association des id6es dans la manie aigud,' r9or, P. r2g.
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'il est d remarquer que le symbole ioue un trds grand t6le
dans les divagations des ali6nds; cela est dtr d ce que le symbole
est une forme trds infdrieute de la pens6e. On pourrait d6finir
le symbole comme la perception fausse d'un tapport d'identit€ ou
d'analogie trds grande entfe deux obiets qui ne pfesentent en
realitd q:u'une analogie vague.' !7e shall see that the disproportion
in the ihportan.. of the analogy depends on the different-points
of view oi the patient and the doctor rather than on any intellectual
inferiority of the former. J*tg, from a similar standpoint, writes:1
'Die apperzeptive Schwiche driickt sich in einer vermindefien
Deutlic^h^keit dir Vorstellungen aus. Sind die Vorstellungen undeut-
lich, so sind auch ihre Unterschiede undeutlich.' ['The a_p_per-
cep;ive defect is manifested in a lessened clearness of ideas. If the
idias af.e not clear, neither are the differences between them"]
He says further: 'Ich will nur.hervorheben, dass die Vieldeutigkeil
der ciirytnn Traambilder (" Uberdeterminierung'l Freuds)2 mit
ein Zeichen ist fiir die Undeutlichkeit und Unbestimqrheit des
Traumdenkens. 'VTegen der im Traum herrschenden mangel'
baJten (Jnterscbiedsenpfndtiihkeit konnen die beiden Komplexfurhalte
w"enigsten in symbolischer Form ineinanderfliessen.' ['I- will
only loint out that the many significations of the individual dream
i-"g.t (Freud's " over-determination ")t is a sign of- the. lack of
clarlty and definition in dream thought. Because of the defective
sensibility for differences that prevails in dreams, the contents of -
both complexes can become confounded at least in symbolrc form"]
Both these authors were probably influenced by the common, but
fallacious, view of dreamJ and insanity as defectiue mental products.
Silberer, however, ^PPro^ching 

the matter from quite another
point of view, also wtites:a 'Ich entferne mich durchaus nicht
ion d.r Mehrzahl der Autoren, wenn ich die hauptsdchlichste und
allgemeinste Bedingung der Symbolbildung_, die sowohl den
noimalen als den krankhaften Phinomenen in der Individual-
wie in der Volkerpsychologie gerecht wird, in einer Utqulary'
lich kei t des Auffartrittgrrr.t*.ig.ttt seinem Gegenstande gegeniiber
oder, wie man auch og.tt kdnnte, in einer apperqeptiuen Insufrlietq
erblicke.' [' In agre.t*ttt with the majority_ of writers, I see the
chief and most gJneral condition of symbol-formation-valid with

t Jurg, 'Uber die Psychologie der Dementia prcco.x,' rgo'7, S' 7z'
z This is the ."*" ,. the -condensation, or over-identification, under discussion.
t lbid, r Silberer, Jaltbtub fur Ps2choanelXsc, Bd. iii', S. 68o'
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rl'r f 'lt.'n,)mena of health and disease, in the individual and in the
in,, nr an inadequacl of the apprehensive faculty in regard to its
,.f,lr'if. ()r, as one might also say, in an apperceptiue insffiienc-y.'f
\\, rr'rv admit the presence of this factor so far as it goes, but
I rl'rrrli it can be shown that what passes for an apperceptive in-
i.rl,,r( rtf is very often a non-functioning that is due to other causes
rl,rn rn('ul)acity. It is true that the primitive mind very often does
^,rr 

(lrst'r:iminate, but that is not because it cannot, for when it is
n{ r (.,s:lry it does so to a remarkable extent.

'l'lr<' sc:cond factor leading to lack of discrimination is that when
tlrr' 1'f i111itive mind is presented with a new experience it seizes on
tlr. rcscrnblances, however slight, between it and previous experi-
('n( ('s, and this for two reasons, both of which have to do with the
l'1,'.r'rrrc-pain principle. The first of these is that the mind-above
rll tlrc primitive mind, which is ruled by this principle-notices
f .,,'!r what most intere.rts it personally, what, therefore, is most
l'|,'.rstrrable or mosf painful. It ignores distinctions berween two
rrft';rs whcn they are indifferent to it, and notices only those that arc
urtcrcsting. \Where one is so apt to go uzrong in this matter is in
rlrc rrssumption, difficult to avoid in practice, that the interests of
tlr, '1'rirnit ive mind are necessarily the same as our own conscious
.n('\, thc truth being that the relative proportion of interest is often
rlrt'rrrrrlingly different in the two cases. The unexpected associa-
f r,,'r\ rrrade by 

" 
child when confronted by a novelty arc often

r'( | \' ;rnlusing to u5-fe1 example, the remark that soda-water tastes
lrLr' :t f<rot that has gone to sleep. Darwin's oft-quoted example
,,1 tlrt 'child who, onfirst seeing aduck, onomatopoetically namedit
' rlrf ,rt li,' and then Tater applied this word also td flies, wine, and
I r'r n :r sou (which had eagle's wings), is rightly explained by
\lr rrrn:rnn,l who points out that the child noticed only what inter-
r qtr rl 11i11-n2s1ely, the flying and the relation to fluid and so used
rl,r'. u'ord to denote these two phenomena in whatever form they
,xrr ' r ' r ' ( l i  i t  was not the duck ai  a whole thatwas named'quack, '
l,rrr ,rrly certain abstracted attributes, which then continued to be
, rll,,l lry the same word. The second of the two reasons referred
f r, .lf rrrvc is of a more general andfarteaching order. sThen a new
. ri,i tl('trce is presented to the mind it is certainly eatier to perceive
rl'r 1',rnts of resemblance betweeq it and previous famtltat experi-
,r{( ',. ()ne often hears, for instance, such a temark as'The ideas

r lvfeumann, 'Die Sprache des Kindesr' r9o7,
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in that book were too stange for me to take in on first reading it;
f must go through it again before passing an opinion on it.' In
such a case if one notices only the points of resemblance there is
effected an obvious economy of effort, which is a fundamental
human tnit: Ferrerol aptly refers to it under the terms 'la loi
de i'inertie mental' and 'la loi du moindre effort.' This is, of
course, governed by the hedonic pleasure-pain principle, though
the fact is often obscured by writers orr ethics. The association
between ease and pleasure, and between difficulty or labour and
pain, is a primordial one, and is well illustrated by the words used
to denote them. The word 'painful ' was used in Middle English
in the sense of industrious; hence the expressions 'painstaking,'
' painfully correct,' etc. The French trauail, work, is cognate with
the Italian trauaglio, which means suffering; the Italian word for
work, lauoro, comes from the Latin labor, pain. The Greekzr€volts.r,
means both to work and to suffer, as does the Hebrew assab. We
appropriately refer to child-birth as labour or travail.

The third factor in preventing discrimination id nor sharply
to be distinguished from the last one, though it refers rarher to the
'reality principle.' It is clear that the appreciation of resemblances
facilitates the assimilation of new experiences. Our instinctive
tendency in such a situation is to link on the new to the old, to
search for common ground. If we can relate the new experience in
some way to what is already famiha4 then we can 'place ' it and
understand it; it becomes intelligible. The whole meaning of
comprehension and explanation is the referring of the unknown
to the known. In this way the process of fusion or identification
aids our grasp of reality and makes it possible for us to deal with
it more adequately. It is true that it is a process with grarre possi-
bilities of defects, it being an everyday occurrence that we assimilate
the new too closely in terms of the old, but to assimilate it at least
in some degree is the only way in which we can deal with it at all.
Rank and Sachsz have an illuminating passage on the relation of
symbolism to this primary identification in the service of adap-
tation: 'Psychologisch betrachtet bleibt die Symbolbildung ein
Regressivphd,nomen, ein Herabsinken auf eine bestimmte Stufe
bildlichen Denkens, die sich beim vollwertigen Kulturmenschen
in deutlichster Ausprdgung in jenen Ausnahmszustdnden findet,
in denen die bewusste Realanpassung entweder teilweise einge-

1 Ferfero, op. cit,, pp. 6, t8,23. a Rank and Sachs, op. cit., S. 17.
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r, lrr.rrrkt ist, wie in det religiosen und kiinstlerischen Exstase, oder

,l:rn,,lrrlr aufgehoben erscheint, wie im Traum und den Geistes-
rr' 'r urrll('n. Dieser psychologischen Auffassung entspricht dic
I rrlrrrrlristorisch nachweisbare ursprtingliche Funktion der dr
| 1,ula1/i.sisvxxg qugrande liegenden ldentif{erungl als eines Mittels
,,rr l(c:rlanpassung, das i.iberfliissig wird und zur blossen Bedeutung
I rn('s Syrnbols herabsinkt, sobald diese Anpassungsleistung gegli.ickt
rat, So crscheint die Symbolik als der unbewusste Niederschlag
,rlx'rlliissig und unbrauchbar gewordener primitiver Anpassungs-
rrrrttcl an die Realitit, gleichsam als eine Rumpelkammer der
h.rrlrrrr, in die der erwachsene Mensch in Zustinden herabgesetzer
,rrl.r rnangelnder Anpassungsfiihigkeit gerne fli,ichtet, um seine
,rltctr, l:ingst vergessenen I(inderspielzeuge wieder hervorzuholen.
\\'.rs slxitcre Generationen nur noch als Symbol kennen und auffas-
'.( n. (l:rs hatte auf frtiheren Stufen geistigen Lebens vollen realen
\rrrrr uncl Wert. Im Laufe der Entwicklung verblasst die urspriing-
lr, lrt' llcdeutung immer mehr oder wandelt sich sogar, wobci
rllt'rrlings Sprache, Folklore,'Witz, u.a., oft Reste des urspriinglischen
/.us:rrrrmenhangs in meht oder weniger deutlicher Bewusstheit
lr.w:rhrt haben.' [' Psychologically considered, symbol-formation
rcrrr:rins a regressive phenomenon, a teversion to a certain stage
,,1 l)ict'Jrial thinking, which in fully civilised man is most plainly
..c.'n in those exceptional conditions in which conscious adaptation
r" r('tlity is either restricted, as in religious and artistic ecstasYr or
'.( ('nrs to be completely abrogated, as in dreams and mental disorders.
lrr t r rrrcSpondence with this psychological conception is the original
trrrrt'tion, demonstrable in the history of civilisation, of the identifi-
,.rf r()n undedying symbolismz as a means to adaptation to reality,
n'lrrt'h becomes superfluous and sinks to the mefe significance of a
nrrrrlrol as soon as this task of adaptation has been accomplishccl.
\r'rrrlrolism thus appeafs as the unconscious preeipitate of primitivc
ffrc;rfrs <>f adaptation to reality that have become superfluous and
rrrclt.ss, a soft of lumbef-foom of civilisation to which the adult
rr.r,f ily flees in states of reduced or deficient capacity for adaptation
t" r(':rlity, in order to rcgain his old, long-forgotten playthings of
,lrrf, l lrood. What Latet generations know and regard only as 

^ol,rrrlr. ri had in earlier stages of mental life full and real meaning and

| \,rrt: how carefully the authors distinguish in this connectlon bet'ilccn idcnti-
,x .r r,,n und symbolism.

t l l,t, l.
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value. In the course of development the original significance fades
more and more or even changes, though rp".ih, foilI-Iore, wit, etc.,
have . often preserved more or less pt"i" traces of the originri
association.']

The two last factors mentioned, the impotance of the pleasure-
pd." principle and. of adaptatio.n to reality in respect to primitive
lack of discrimination, throw some light on one of ihe 

-ort^po, 
zl'ng

phenomena of symbolism-namely, the extraordi nary predorninance
of sexual- symbols. A Swedish philologist, Sperber,. has in a
remarkable essay elaborated the theory, 

-which 
has been several

times suggested on other grounds by biologists, that sexual impulses
lave played the most important paft in both the origir, 

"rrd 
later

develo_pment of speech. According to this theoty, ,ihi.h is sup-
ported_ by very weighty considerarions, the earliesi speech ,oorrl,
were those that served the puqpose of caling the mate (hence the
sexual importance of the voice to this d"y), while the further
development of speech roots accompanied-'the performance of
work. Such work was done in common, and, as is still customary
enough, to the accompaniment of rhythmically repeated sp...h
utteraflces. During this, sexual interest was attached to the iork,
as though, so to speak, primitive man reconciled himself to the
disagreeable but necessary task by treating it as an equivalent of,
and substitute for, sexual functioning. Words used juring these
common tasks thus'had two meanings, denoting the sexualict and
the equivalent work done respectively. In time th" fot-er meaning
became detached and the word, now applying only to the work-,
thus 'desexualised.' The same would-happ; wiih other tasks,
and so a store of speech roots gradually accumulated, the original
sexual significance of which had been lost. Sperber ttren illustr""t.r,
with an extensive materiar, the fact that wbrds having a sexual
connotation possess a perfectly astounding capacity for deielopment
and extension into non-sexual fields. partry owing to the carcful
expurgation of our etymological dictionaries, it is not generally
known that an enormous number of common words in prJsent-diy
use have been derived in historical times from this sourci, attat.rung
their present meaning through a pimaty sexual association thai
has now been forgotten. In the light of work like sperber,s we
begin to understand v'hy there is sucli anamazins numbei of symbols
- 

r Spetber, 'Uber den Einfluss sexueller Mornente auf Entstehung und Entwicklung
der Sprachej Imago, rgrz, Jahtg. i., S. 4oy.
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1,,; *,'xtral objects and functions, and, for instance, why weapons
..r,.1 rrrol;^ 2r€ always male symbols, while the materialthatis worked
,,rr is :rlways female. The symbolic association is the relic of the old
vcrlr;rl irlcntity; things that once had the same name as a genital
,,t1,,;rn can now appear in dreams, etc., as a symbol for it. Freudt
n1't lv lilicns symbolism to an ancient speech that has almost vanished,
lrrrt ol'which relics still remain here and there.

r\t't:ording, then, to the view here developed, the identification
tlr.rt rtnderlies symbolism is mainly determined by the two factors
,ltst trsscd above, which may be summarised as the tendencies to
'.r'<'li plcasure and avoid pain, and to learn to deal with reality in
tlrt 'c:tsiest and most sparing way. It was just the way in which
I'rnrritive man must have met the world, the desire for ease and
I'l,':rsure struggling with the demands of necessity. He succeeded
I't' rnaking a compromise in which he sexualised his tasks. A few
rxurrtples may be given from the vast subject of the associations
lr<'trvccn ploughing in particular, or agriculture in general, and
st'xual activities. Most of the tools used are phallic symbols (the
u',rrcl itself is the commonest vulgar designation), a statement that
t:rn casily be proved from folk-lore and mythology, while the con-
t <'ption of the earth as woman, and especially as mother, is universal
:rntl fundamental.z Sophocles' CEdipus repeatedly speaks of 'the
rrrother-field from which I sprouted.' Shakespeare makes Boult,
,rr the point of deflorating the recalcitrant Marina, say: ' An if she
\\'crc a thornier piece of ground than she is, she shall be ploughed.'3
'l'hc words for 'plough' in Latin, Greek, and Oriental languages
\\'crc customatily used also to denote the sexual act,a and we still use
srrclr words as 'seedr' 'fertilityr' 'battenness ' for vegetation as
wcll as for human beings. The association becomes quite manifest
rrr the well-known fertilising magic, a custom that lasted late into
,rvilised times; it consisted in a naked pair performing the sexual
.rt't in the field so as to encourage the latter to imitate their example.
'l'hc Greek words for garden, meadow, field, common female
',r'rrrbols in dreams, were used also to denote the female genital organ.

If, as is here maintained, the individual child re-creates such
ry'rrrbolism anesr-i.e., if he (largely unconsciously) perceives

r l;rcud, 'Introductory Lectures on Psycho-Analysis,' English translation, r9ze,
Jr.  140'

I Scc Dieterich, 'Muttet Etder' zu Aufl., r9r3.
| ' Pericles,' Act IV,, Sc. vi.
I Klcinpaul, ' Das Leben der Sprache,'Bd. i i i., r893, S. r36.
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these comparisons which are alien to the adult conscious mind-
then it is plain that we shall have radically to revise our conception
of the infantile mind, and especially in regard to sexuality. This
has already been done by Freud on other grounds, after he had
empirically discovered from psycho-analyses that the unconscious
mind of the child, and even the conscious one, is much more sexual
in character than had ever been supposed.t In fact, the whole
process to which he has given the name 'sublimation'2 is probably
an ontogenetic repetition of the one just described, whereby sexual
energy is gradually drained into non-sexual channels. The activity-
tasks in the life of primitive man, games in that of the child-
becomes by degrees independent of this source of interest that is
not inhetent in itself, but the ancient association remains in the
unconscious, where in suitable circumstances it may again manifest
itself in the form of symbolism.

It will not have escaped the attentive reade r that in this discussion
all the stress has been laid on the defective discrimination shown
by the primitive mind, while nothing has been said about the respects
in which it shows an unwonted power of discrimination.s Yet
this also is a striking characteristic of both children and savages,
though not of the unconscious mind. In the latter case, that of
savages, it has curiously been used as an argument in support of
the current theory of the defective intellectual powers on the part
of the primitive, but, in my judgement, closer consideration proves
just the contrary. Herbert Spencer, in his ' Principles of Sociology,'
has collected a series of examples where there are many separate
words for individual acts, but no generic one for the act itself-
thus, thirty words for washing different parts of the body and none
for the act of washing. The Arabians are said to have over too
words to designate lions in various aspects, but no word for lion;
J,744 for camels, but none for a camel. This is cetainly a powerful
argument against any inherent incapacity for discrimination, as the
holders of that hypothesis maintain exists. I7hereupon they simply
change their ground, and, being bent on convicting the primitive
of intellectual inferiority, they now quote such facts to show that
he is incapable of abstracting; this is, at aLl events, a different

1 Freud, 'Dtei Abhandlungen,' op. cit.
2 See Chapter XXXIV. of the Third Edition.
r A consideration which in itself fnally proves that the prevalent hypothesis of the

pdmitive lack of discrimination-that this is due to intellectual incapacity-is in-
adequate to cover the whole ground.
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r lrrrrli from being incapable of discdminating. Thus, Stoutt writes:
' lt ct'rtainly appears odd that a lower grade of intellectual develop-
rrrcnt should be marked by superior nicety and precision of dis-
u rrrrinative thought. The truth is that these distinctions, so plentiful
f n s:rvage languages, are due rather to an incapacity for cleady
,r1';'rt:lrcnding identity in difference than to a superior power of
,r1'1'rt'hcnding difFetence in identity.' This argument, however,
lr;rs lrccn very neatly disposed of by Hocart,z who has pointed out
rlr:rt thc key to the whole question is the matter of interest. Com-
t'.rrin,{ the Fijian language with English, as an example, he shows
tlr;rt the Fijian handles in gross where we do in retail, but that the
I r )nvcrse is equally true. 'Where out interest is vefy great we have
nr) lleneric terms, because the differences afe so important as to
,,r't'rshadow the tesemblances; in such cases the Fijian, with less
rrrt<:rcst, will use a general and often vague term to cover the whole.
'l'lrc distinction, for instance, is so important among 

^ 
bull, a cow,

irn ()x, a steer, a calf, a bullock, a heifer, and so on, that we have no
srnglc word to denote the species as a whole except cattle, which is
t ollcctive. Indeed, the same law may be observed to hold good
cv('n between different classes in the same country. The laity usei
tlrc gcneric term 'horser' but a horse-dealsl-i.6., someone with
:r great interest in the matter-has no such generic term; to him
.r lrorse is a certain vadety of the animal and is different from a
strrllion or a mare. Similady, we speak of ships as a class of objects
, 'l' which there are many varieties, but to a sailor a ship is definitely
.r vcssel with a bowsprit and at least two square-rigged masts;
tlrc distinctions between different vessels are to him more important
tlr:rn the resemblances.

It is well known that abstract terms arise originally from concrete
.ncSi we see here that they characteristically arise as a generalisa-
tron frofir a single example: thus, the order of development seems
t' be concrete, general, absttact. This conclusion can also be
srrpported from consideration of the order of development of
tlrc parts of speech. Thus, as Ifundt shows,s adjectives, which
rrr: of relatively late development, had originally the same form as
srrbstantives, and were, to begin with, merely special nouns. For
cxample, a btown leaf and a green leaf were two distinct words,

1 Stout, 'Analytic Psychology,' t9oz, vol. ii., p. zrr.
I Hocart, Britisb Joanal of Ps.ycbology, vol. v., p. z6i.
r \Trurdtr 'Vrilkeqpsychologie,' Bd. i., TeiI ii., r9o4, S. 289,
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having nothing in common with words for other objects that are
red or green. Then one of these 'green' words, one where the
element of greenness u/as very-prominent (perhaps with leaves),
was extended to other objects when it was wished to call special
attention to the green aspect of this object-a .g., a green-leaf cloth-
losing in time its substantival connotation of leaf. It is known, for
instance, that the Greenlanders have separate names for each finger
and that when they want to use a name for fingers in general they
employ the name of the principal one (the thumb) for this pu{pose.
They are hete reaching from the particular to the general, the firct
stage of conceiving the abstract.

It will be seen that our custom of using the word 'ship ' to
denote all sea-going vessels constitutes in type a reversion to
the primitive, infantile custom of not discriminating from relative
lack of interest, and so, in a sense, is all generalisation. The essential
difference between what is called a valuable generalisation-e.g.,
a scientific one-and the simple grouping together char4cteristic
of the primitive mind resides in the practical \il/orth of the generali-
sation. To the child, no doubt, its identifications 

^re 
as useful

personally as a gteat generalisation is to a man of science, but, while
they m y be equal subjectively, they are not objectively. The
second kind takes into better account the facts of external reality,
is altogether on a more real and less subjective plane; in short,
there is all the difference that exists between the simple pleasure-pain
principle and the reality principle. From this point of view there
opens the possibiliry, which cannot be followed up here, of a theory
of scientific discovery, invention, etc., for psychologically this
consists in an overcoming of the resistances that normally prevent
regression towards the infantile, unconscious tendency to note
'identity in differences,' the whole being, of course, worked out
on the plane of reality, though the impetus comes from the associa-
tion between the unconscious ideas that the 'teaL ' external ones
can symbolise.

'We have next to tum to the second of the two questions raised
at the beginning of this ssslien-namely, why it is that of two ideas
unconsciously associated one always symbolises the other and nevet
the teverse. To illustnte by an example what is meant: a church
tower in a dream, as in anthtopology, often-though, of course, by
no means always-symbolises the phallus, but a phallus in a dream
is never a symbol of a church tower. This fact alone demolishes
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rl,, l'\'lx)thcsis that symbolism is due solely to any apperceptive
',''.rrfl.it'i.ncy, from an inability to perceive diffetinces, b.."os"
,. tlr;rt casc there would be no r."son why the symbolism should
rr,,r lr. rcciprocal. The point is cleady put by Ferenczi, who writes:l'l lrr. rvas formedy inclined to believe thaf things are confounded
f x f .rrs(: thcy are similar; nowadays we know tiat a thing is con-
l,'1111111'.1 with another only because certain motives foithis are
f '|r, \('nr; similarity merely provides the opporfunity for these
,r,',rrv('s to function.' Assuming, then, that twb ideas have become
, l','.r'l' associated, in the way described above, what are the motives
r l,'rt lt':rrl to one of the ideas replacing the other, whereas the reverse
r. \'( r' ( )ccufs ? The answef will, of coufse, be found only by con-
rrrl.r;rrirn of the material content of the ideas themselves. The
r\r'r, nr()st prominent features that strike one in regard to these are:
I rr.r. that the ideas symbolised are the most pdmordial that it is
;rr,\\rlrlc to conceive, and that they are the ideas invested. with the
'rtt,nqcst primary interest. Secondly, that attaching to them all
rf(' Powerful affective and conative processes which are in a
atrrt' ,f psychical repression, being thus inhibited from entry
rntr) thc conscious and from free external expression. They
.rr'(', in fact, the most completely repressed mental processes
L t toWtl .

It is impossible not to connect these two considerations. It is
n r'r'll-cstablished observation of clinical psychology that when a
"rr'lflll affective tendency is repressed it- often leaas to a com-
r,r, rrrrisc-fo1621i61-neurotic symptoms being perhaps the best-
I rr,$. example-in which both tt. ,.pr.*.j 

"rrd 
th. ,.pr.ssing

t,'rr,k''cics are fused, the result being a substitution-irodoct.
I r,,m this it is a very slight step to infer that symbols are also of
rlrrr n,rture, for it is known that they, like other compromise-
f',r.rrti.ns, ate composed of both conscious and unctnscious
I l, ,r('nts. symbolism certainly plays an important part in mary
rrr rrr.rtic symptoms; a castration complex, for initance, often
rr''rrrlts in a phobia of blindness, the eye being one of the commonest
r,'rr.rric phallic symbols.z That symbolism arises as the result of
,ntrilrsychical conflict between the repressing tendencies and the
fr I'r('\\cd is the view accepted by all psycho-analysts. It is implicit,

_ ' I rrcnczi, ' contributions to psycho-Analysis,' English rranslation by Ernest
|  - . r  r .  r  gr( t ,  p.  z)J.

| Sct' Ircrcnczi, 'On Eye Symbolismr, op, cit., pp. zzg_252.
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for instance, in Ferenczi'sr actual definition of symbols as 'such
ideas as are invested in consciousness with a logically inexplicable
and unfounded affect, and of which it may be analyticilly established
that they owe this affective over-emphasis to mconsciotts identifica-
tion with another idea, to which the sulplus of affect really belongs.
Not all similes, therefore, ate symbols, but only those in which the
one member of the equation is repressed into the unconscious.'
According to him, the most primary kind of symbolism is probably
the equating of one part of the body with another, one subsequently
replacing the other;8 there thus comes about an over-emphasis
of the upper part of the body in general, interest in rhe lower half
being repressed (Freud's 'displacement from below upwards').

All psycho-analytical experience goes to shew that the primary
ideas of life, the only ones that can be symbolised-those, namely,
concerning the bodily self, the relation to the family,birth, love, and
death-retain in the unconscious throughout life their original
importance, and that from them is derived a very large part of the
more secondary interests of the conscious mind. As energy flows
from them, and never to them, and as they constitute the most
repressed part of the mind, it is comprehensible that symbolism
should take place in one direction only. Only what is repressed
is symbolised; only what is repressed needs to be symbolised.
This conclusion is the touchstone of the psycho-analytical theory
of symbolism.

IV. FuNcrroNar, SyuBoLrsM
The theory of symbolism presented above is manifestly not

complete; it does not, for instance, explain why only certain
possible comparisons are used as symbols, nor why some symbols
are found predominantly in certain fields-a.g., dreams-and
others mainly in different fields-e.g., wit. I7hile, however, the
theory needs amplifying and supplementing, I would maintain that
it does at least begin to introduce order into a confused subject,
notably in the distinction it establishes between symbolism and
other forms of figurative representation.

Further progress in clarification may be gained by examiring
the work of what may be called the post-psycho-analytical school
of writers, Adler, Jung, Maeder, Silberer, Stekel, with their English
followers, Eder, Long, and Nicoll. The feature common to the

1 See Ferencai, 'Oo Eye Symbolism,' op. cit., p. 214. 2 I&m, op. cit., p. zrz.
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'rrcrrrbcrs of this school is that, aftet gaining some knowledge of
I'rvt lro-analysis, they have proceeded, by rejecting the hardly-won
I rr,,w'lctlge of the unconscious, to re-inte{pret the psycho-analytical
trrrrltrrgs back agatn into the surface meanings characteristic of
l"(' l;rcudian Cxperience, retaining, however, the psycho-analytical
r, , lrrrical terms, though using them with <1uite different implications.
I lrc conception of symbolism has especially suffered from the

,,,rrlirsion thus reintroduced, for it has been diluted to such an
r xtcnt as to lose all exact descriptive value. Thus, Jo*g makes
| ' rf rstant use of the term ' Libido-symbol,' but, as Ubido means
r' lrinr psychical energy in whatever form and symbol means
rrrrrply any form of indirect represefltation, the term comes to mean
rrrcrcly '^ny mental process that is substituted for any other.'
llc rkrcs not hesitate to use the term ' symbol' in precisely the
f ('v('rsc sense from that in which it is used in psycho-analysis. Take
tlrc case of a patient where an associative connection has been
c,.tlblished between a given symptom (t.g., inhibition in performing
r 1r:rrticular act) and an unconscious incest complex.t By the
;'s1'cho-analyst the symptom would be regarded as the result of the
rt,nrplex and, in certain circumstances, as a symbol for it; Jung,
'rr thc other hand, calls the complex the symbol of the symptom-
t,(., according to him, an unconscious idea may be a symbol of a
r  , , r rscious one.

Silberer's work is in some respects in a different category from
tlrat of the other writers mentioned, for he is the only member
,'l this school who has made a positive contribution to the theory
,,1 syrnbolism; unfortunately, incautious presentation of even this
l,,rs rnade it possible for other writers, particulady Stekel, to exploit
rt ur a reactionary sense. His work, which is incorporated in half
r tlozen essays,z deserves, however, to be carefully read by anyone
rcrrously interested in the problems of symbolism, and a short
rlrstract of it will be attempted here.

I n his fi,rst contribution already Silberer set forth the two rnost
,,rrginal points in his work, both of which he later expanded in

' l'hc example is taken fr.om Jung's 'Collected Papers on Analytical Psychology,'
lr r r rntl Edition, r,9r7, pp. zrg, zzo.

' Silbcrer, 'Bericht iiber eine Methode, gewisse symbolische Halluzinations Er-
r lr.rrrungen hervorzurufen und zu beobachten,' Jabrbtrcb for Pslcboanajse, r9o9, Bd. i.,
'. I r t; ' Von den Kategorien der Symbolik,' Zcntralblatt filr Psjtcboanalyrc, Jahrg. ii.,
\ r /7; 'Phantasie und Mythos,' Jahrbrcb, Bd. ii., S. t+t; ' S-ymbolik des Erwachens
,,ir,l Sclrwellensymbolik iiberhauptj Jattrbrcb, Bd. iii., S. 6zr; ' i,iber die Symbolbildung,'
b, tit., S. 661; 'Zur Symbolbildung,' Jahbub, Bd. iv., S. 6o7.
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great detail; one relates to the conditions favourable to the pro-
duction of symbolism, the other to the distinction between different
types of symbolism. As will be seen, he uses the term in a much
wider sense than that given it in the rwo preceding sections of this
paper. His starting-point was the personal observation that, when
he was endeavouring to think out a difficult problem in a state of
fatigue or drowsiness, a visual picture appeared which, on analysis,
was soon seen to be a pictorial representation of the ideas in question.
To this he gave the perhaps not very appropriate term of 'auto-
symbolic phenomenon.' This itself he divides into thtee classes,
according to the content of what is symbolised: (r) 'Functional
phenomena,' in which is represented tbe wa1 in wlticb the mind is
functioning (quickly, slowly, lightly, heavily, cheerfully, carelessly,
successfully, fruitlessly, strainedly, etc.). (z)' Material phenomena,'
in which wltat the mind is thinking is symbolised-i.e., ideas.
(3) ' Somatic phenomena,'in which bodily sensations are symbolised.
Silbererl emphatically denies that in this division there is implied
any manner of genetic difference between the three clasies; in my
opinion, this is an important error which becomes Iatet the source
of many misunderstandings. He holds, further,z that the functional
symbolism never occurs alone, but only as an accompaniment of
the others.

We will next follow Silberer's developmenr of the first question,
concerning the conditions under which symbolism arises. The
first situation he studied was where there was an equal-sided conflict
between the desire to go to sleep and some factor disturbing this,
either mental (effort to work, etc.) or physical. It will be noticed
that this differs from the psychical situation which, according to
Freud, is responsible for dreams merely in that in the latter case
the desire is to continue sleeping ; in both cases it is desire for sleep
aersils some disturbance. He soon described the conditions in wider
terms,s the conflict being between the effcrt towards apperception
of any idea on the one side and any factor that made this difficult
on the other; the latter factor may be either temporary, such as
sleepiness, fatigue, illness, and so on, or more permanent, such as
relative intellectual incapacity in comparison with the complexity of
the idea. In his most elaborate analysis of the psychical situation

1 Silberer, op. cit., Jabrb. i., S. yry.
2 Idem., op. cit., Jahrb. ii., S. y58; Jabrb. iii., S. 688; Jattrb. iv,, S. 6ro.3 lfum., op. cit., Jaltrb. ii., S. 6rz; Jahrb, iii., S. 676.
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lrr li,rrrrulated the following factors.l Symbolism tends to arise
r rrtrc'r when one's mental capairty is no longer equal to grasping a
r:r'r ,l- itlcas that one formedy could, the result of fatigue, illness,
r'f t., {rr clse when the mental capacity of the individual or of the
r r, t' is notlet able to grasp anidea which some dayin the future it will.
lrr lxrrh cases it will be possible on some other occasion to recognise
rlr,rt thc symbolism is either a regression to of a non-emefgence
Ir,ru an inferior and more primitive mode of thought, more
l,rrrrritive both in being sensorial instead of conceptual and in being
,r,..,, rt-iative instead of apperceptive (it Wundt's terminology).
\,u,, the factors concerned in symbolism can be divided into two
t",rtful)s: (r) \flhat Silberer calls the positiue factors, those tending
r,r lrring a given idea into consciousness or to keep it there; and
( I ) t lrc negatiue factors that prevent it from entering consciousness
Iil ;Ur apperceptive form, md only allow it to enter in a sensorial
f r r1111 -i.e., as symbolism.

Srlbcrer derives the energy of the positive factors from two
r(Drrr('cs'in the first place from the affect investing the idea in
.lrrcstion-i.a., from the dynamic forward-moving tendency of
tlrc rncntal process itself; and, in the second place, from the
| , rnsci()us wish to think in this particular direction. He writes
(r,f the positive factor)2z ' Er hat den erfordedichen Anspruch
rrrt mcine Aufmerksamkeit schon von selbst, durch den Affekt,
,l.rr cr mit sich fiihrt, oder ich eteile ihm diesen Anspruch, indem
r, lr tlcn ftir mein Geftihlsleben an sich uninteressanten Gedanken
l. r.rlt meines \Tillens aufgreife und festhalte, ihn also absichtlich
nr('rncr Aufmerksamkeit als interessant empfehle.' ['It either makes
tlrt' rrcccssary claim on my attention on its own account, through the
rtlcct it brings with it, or I grant it this claim by using my will-
;r'\\'cr to select and hold to a thought which in itself is of no interest
t, r nrl feelings, and so deliberately recommend it to my attention
.r., .rn interesting matter.'] This division is simply the psychologist's
rlrrtinction between passive and active attention. To the psycho-
rrr,rll'st the difference is that in the former case the interest (to the
r'pir) is inherent and direct, whereas in the latter case it is due to
rrr rrrclirect association.

'l'lrc negative factors he also divides into two classes, both of
ulrrth result in a state of relative appercePtive insufficiency (see

I Silberer, op, cit,, Jabrb. i i i ., S. 683,684,7q; Jalnb. iv., S. 6o8, 6rr.
I lden,, op. cit,, Jobrb, iv., S. 6rr.
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quotation in Section III.). They are (r) intellectual in kind, either
imperfect development (individual ot racial) of mental capacity
or a transitory weakening of the apperceptive function through a
general diminution of mental energy (sleep, fatigue); (z) affective,
which eithet hinder the entrance of the idea by means of the
pleasure-pain mechanism (repression) or allow autonomous com-
plexes to rob the function of attention of a pa* of its energy and
so lead to a general diminution of the apperceptive capacity. The
affects thus have both a specific and a general effect as negative
factors. In addition, they often also act positively, for they them-
selves may force their way into consciousness, in symbolic guise,
instead of the other ideas they have just inhibited. It is clear that
in this last point Silberer is referring to repressing forces, to the
inhibiting affects that go to make up Freud's 'censorship,' and we
shall see that it is to this aspect of the conflict that he devotes most
attention. His attitude to Freud's conception of repression and
censorship is indicated by his remark that the resistance shewn
in dream analysis is the reverse side (KeltrseitQ of the apperceptive
insufficiency.t

Silberer recognises that the apperceptive weakness can never
be the determining cause of any specific symbol,2 and was thus led
to formulate the statements above <luoted regarding the 'positive
factor'-i.s., the determining cause. Nevertheless, his predominant
interest is with the other side of the subject-namely, with the
general conditions that predispose to symbolism. He is chiefly
concerned with the factors that allow symbolism to occur more
readily, rather than with the operative factors that actually bring
it about; just as most psychologists deal with the factors that
favour the process of forgetting, not with those that actually make
us fotget. So when he comes to define the different kinds of pro-
cesses grouped under the name symbolism-the task attempted in
this paper-it is from this side alone (of general predisposition)
that he attacks the problem. Speaking of the manifold causes of
apperceptive insufficiency, he says:3 'Und damit ist eigendich
der Schliissel gegeben zur einheitlichen Auffassung aller der Arten
von Symbolbildung,a die uns begegnen mcigen. Denn nicht in

1 Silberet, op. cit., Jahrb. iii., S. 682. e ldem., loc. cit., S. 678.
8 ldem.,loe, cit., S. 683.

' The significance of this passage is heightened by the fact that the author is herc
using the wotd 'symbolism' in almost the same comptehensive sense in which thc
term 'indirect reptesentation' is used in this paper.
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.!, 'r !'rg:trtc selbst scheinen mit die wesentlichen Unterschiede
l* r ,f.n vcrschiedenen Symbolphdnomenen zu liegen; d.h. wenn
ri' lr .ru('lr rlic Symbolphdnomene in Arten unterscheiden, so sind
,1,, I 'rrtcrschiede in ihnen sekunddre Erscheinungen, die nicht die
!r 1 rr rl,,,llrilclung als solche betreffen. Sondern die Unterschiede liegen
l,r 'u.rr in denjenigen Verhdltnissen, welche die apperzeptive
lrr '.rrt ltr.tt 'n?. hervorrufen.' [ ' It is here we really have the key to a
fff uf ,rr\' ('onception of all the kinds of symbol-formationl that are
t,, l'' l,und. For the essential differences in the different phenomena
,,f ' .\rrrlrolism do not seem to me to reside in the pfocess itselF-
, , , ,t lrlr,rugh these phenomena fall into groups, the differences are
r{ . i ,rr,l:rry manifestations in them which do not cofrcern the symbol-
f,,rrl,luul rls such. On the contrary, the differences reside primarily
fn tlrt' l'actors that bring about the apperceptive insufficiency.'l
I lr. r l;rssification effected on this basis will be considered presently.

\\',' lurve next to pursue the development of Silberer's ideas
,,rr rlr('nlrture of the different forms of symbolism, as distinguished
.., ,,r, l irrLr to its content (see above). To the conception of 'somatic
f ,lr, rr, rnrcna ' he adds nothing further, and I will only remark that
rt rr nruch more closely allied to that of 'functional' than to that
,rl ' rrr:rtcrial phenomena.' These latter two groups of phenomena
1'sfcsl){)rd so closely with the groupings of symbols based on
1ss, ,r lr('r rnode of classification that they may be considered together
rrtlr tlrcrn. In this second classification Silberet2 divides symbols,
nrrr .11 t',rrding to their content, as fotmedy, but according to the
frr r,rS that have led to the apperceptive insufficiency which he
fr pr.11,ls as the fundamental basis of all symbolism. The two classes
rl,rr', ,listinguished he calls merely the first and second type respec-
trvrll', but he makes it faitly plain elsewheres that the material
l,lr.rr,,nrcnon is characteristic of the formet and the functional
,,t rlrt'latter. The first type is thaf which arises on the basis of an
rlr1r1'r('(:l)tive insufficiency of purely intellectual origin, where the
rrrrrlr,,lrscd idea is not hindered by the influence of any affective
r.rnrl'lcx; the second type arises, on the other hand, on the basis
,,1 rn :rl)perceptive insufficiency of affective origin. So the classi-
lr,.rtr()n founded on the content (though not the nature) of the
; r, r'. | | r v c factorsn comes to vety much the same result as that founde d

1 See Note 4, p. rzo.
z Silbeter, op. cit., taltrb, iii., S. 688; iv., S. 6o9.
3 ldem., op. cit., Jabrb. iii., S. 7r7.a Fot tbe meaning of these tems see above, p. rr9. 
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on the variety of the negative or predisposing factors,l and we may
use the terms ' matetial' and 'functional' to denote the two types
fespectively.

'We saw above that Silberer's first conception of functional s1m-
bolisn was that it represented the way in which the mind was
working (slowly, quickly, etc.). In my experience, and, I may say,
also in that of Professor Freud (oral communication), this is L very
exceptional occurreflce, and one that probably indicates a specially
philosophic and introspective type of mind, such as Silberer's
own (from which most of his examples are taken). Futther, f am
more than doubtful whether the functioning of the mind is ever
pictorially represented apafi from the occasions on which the mind
actually feels, or thinks of, this functioning. In fact, I think this
can be shewn to be so in the case of an interesting sub-variety of
functional symbolism to which Silberer has given the name of
'threshold-symbolism' (Scltwelhnslnbolik),2 where the passage
from one state of consciousness to anothet-e,g., into or out of
sleep-is indicated by appropriate imagery.

However this may be, Silberer soon enlarged the conception
of functional symbolism in a quite surprising manner. He began
by regarding the process of 'repression' as a mode of mental
functioning, and coined for the pictorial representation of it the
term 3 cryptogenic symbolism.'3 He then extended the conception
to include pra;ctrc lly all functions of the mind except the ideational,
and to refer especially to all affective processes.a Here it is no
longer a question of the wa1 in vbicb the mind is working, but of
wbat is working in the mind. According to him, therefore, the
greater the extent to which affective moments are in play in the
production of a given symbol, the more definitely does this belong
to the second type of symbolism, chatacterised by the 'functional
phenomenon.' This view is also in harmony with the very inter-
esting remarks he makes on the relation of functional symbolism
to gesture, language, mimicry,E etc., for, of course, the latter are
simply expressions of the emotions.

If, now, we recall the strict sense of the word ' symbolr' as used
in the previous section of this paper, it is evident that a symbol of

I Fot the meaning of these terms see above, p. rr9.
2 Silberer, op. cit., Jaltrb. iii., S. 6zt-66o,
s Idem., op. cit., lohrb.ii., S, 58o, 58r.I Idem., op. eit., Jahrb. i i i ., S. 698,7t7,7t9.
6 Idem., op. cit., Jaltrb, ii., S. 547, 549; 11i., S. 69o.
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rlr;rt l<ind represents not only the idea symbolised, but also the
.rf lt't'ts relating to it, ot, at all events, some of these. It does this in
rlrc srme v/ay as the simile indicates an adiectival attribute-
rr;urrcl/, by likening the object in question to another one that
, 'lrviously possesses this attribute, except that in the case of symbol-
rrrrr the one idea is altogether replaced by the other. The affective
,rttitr.rcle in this way indicated may be either a positive or a negative
t,n('--i.e., it may be either unconscious or conscious, the pimary
.rrtilude or that resulting from repression. An example of the
Lrncr would be the.well-known serpent symbol. This symbolises
,rt t hc same time the phallus itself by means of the objective attributes
r'nrrnon to both (shape, erectibility, habits-of emitting poison
.rrrtl of creeping into holes, etc.), and also a subjective attitude
f r )\\,rrrds it, compounded of fea4 horror, and disgust, that may in
r crt:rin circumstances be present-a.g., when the subject is a prudish
vrrsin and the object belongs to a distasteful person.l Now,
Srllrcrer would call the two things here symbolised material and
Itrrrctional phenomena respectively, and he considers that psycho-
;rrrllysts pay too much attention to the former to the relative exclu-
sr,,n of the latter; the explanation of this, however, is that in the
rrrtcrpretation of such symbols psycho-analysts are at the moment
.lricfly concerned with the positive meaning, the negative aspects
lrt'ing dealt with in another connection (resistance, repression, etc.).
'l'lrc noteworthy point here is that Silberer takes into consideration
;rlrn<rst exclusively the negative or secondaty affects, so that as a
rrr:rtter of practice the term 'functional symbolism' comes to be
rlrrrost synonymous with the psycho-analytical 'censorship '-
t.c., the inhibiting affects, or, at most, the positive affects that have
lrt'cn rnodifed by the censorship.2 For Silberer, therefore, a psycho-
;rrrirlytical symbol is composed of a material phenomenon (idea
tyrrrbolised) and 

^ 
functional one (rcactionary affects), both of

u'lrich are usually conscious processes or neatly so, and he tends
t,r lcave out of account the real reason for the whole symbolism-
rr:trnely, the unconscious, positive affects that arc not allowed to
:rl)l)car in consciousness. His ovedooking of this essential aspect of
r lrc problem accounts also for his curious statements that the

t fhe positive affects of the complex are obviously also reptesented, else there
w,,rrld be no such thing as selpent-worship.

'' ln short, the affects of the preconscious, not of the unconscious.
' Silberer, op. cit., lobrb. i i i ., S. 689,69o; iv., S. 614.
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universality, or general validity and inteltigibility, of a symbol
varies inversely with the part played in its causation by affective
factors, for it is just these symbols that arc most charactetistically
universal. Relative unfamiliarity with the unconscious itself has
hete led him gtossly to under-estimate the extent to which primitive
affective trends are generic, though, it is true, he does verbally
admit this in a limited degree.l

It is probably also this unfamiliarity, or lack of conviction, which
leads Silberer to say that 'material' symbols can change into
'functional' ones, a matter which is worthy of special atiention,
since examination of it will, I think, reveal the essential differences
between true symbolism and metaphor. He writes:z 'Es hat sich
in neuerer Zeit bei psychoanalytischen Untersuchungen gezeigt,
dass Symbole, die urspriinglich material waren, in-funktion"l.
Verwendung iibergehen. Analysiert man ldngere Zeit hindurch
die Trdume einer Person, so wird man finden, dass gewisse Symbole,
die zuerst vielleicht- nur gelegentlich auftnten zur $ezeichnung
irgend eines Vorstellungsinhaltes, s7unschinhaltes, or*., wieder--
kehren und so zur stehenden Figur oder " 4tpisclten Figur " werden.
Und jemehr sich_eine solche typische Figur befestigt und ausp rd,gt,
um so mehr entfernt sie sich von der zuerst gehabten ephemeren
Bedeutung; umso mehr wird sie zum symbolischen Stelvertreter
einer gar'zefl Gruppe gleichartigen Edebens, eines seelischen
Kapitels sozusagen; bis man sie schliesslich als den Reprdsentanten
einer seelischen Stromung (Liebe, Hass, Tendenz zum Leichtsinn,
zur Grausamkei t, zurAngstlichkeit, y.sv/.) schlechthin ansehen kann.
s7as wich da vollzogen hat, ist ein Ubergang vom Materiale n zum
Funktionalen auf dem ITeg einer Verinnerlicbung, wie ich es nenne.,
['Recent psycho-analytic investigations have shewn that symbols
which originally were matefial come to be used in a functional
sense. If one analyses someone's dreams for a long time one finds
that cettain symbols, which perhaps at first made only an occasional
appearance to denote the content of some idea or wish, keep
recurring, ffid so become a standing or typical figure. And ttre
more established and pronounced a typical figure of this sort
becomes, the more do they recede from the original ephemeral
signification, the more do they become the symbolii reprJsentative
of a whole group of similar experiences, of, so to rp."k, a mental

I Silberer, 0fr. cit., I"hrb. iii., S. 69o.1ldem.,' Ptobleme der Mystik und ibrer Symbolik,' r9t4, S. r53.
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,lr.rl,rcr, until finally one may regatd them as simply the repre-
';f'f rr:rtivcs of a mental tendency [ove, hate, tendency to frivolity,
r' ' { rrrclty, to apprehensiveness, etc.]. What has happened there
r'. ;t transition from the material to the functional by means of what
| , .rlf :rn internal intensifrcation.') This conclusion is, in my opinion,
.r t,tllrrcious interpretation of a cotrect observation. The observation
r'. tlr:rt after a patient has discovered the meaning of a (true) symbol
lr. rrticn strives to weaken and explain away the significance of
tlrrs l>y trying to give it some other'functional, 'more general
f.rrrrl therefore more harmless) interpretation. These abstract and
rrrr t:rlrhorical interpretations do, it is true, beat a certain relationship
t,, tlrc fundamental meaning of the symbol, one which we shall
lr.rvt: to examine presently, but the patient's strong preference for
tlrt'rn is merely a mantfestation of his resistance against accepting
tlrc tlceper meaning, against assimilating the unconscious. (This
vt'ri' resistence to the unconscious is shewn in Silberer's use of the
rvrrrtl 'ephemenT' in the passage iust quoted, for if there is any
I r rrr lr at all in psycho-analysis, or, indeed, in any genetic psychology,
tlrt'n the primordial complexes displayed in symbolism must be the
lr('rr)ranent sources of mental life and the very reverse of rnere
lil',trrcs of speech.) Some patients become exceedingly adept at
tlris method of protecting themselves from realisation of their
trrrconscious ; when they inteqpret their dreams, every boat-tace
lrccornes the ambition fo succeed on the river of life, the money
rlrt 'y spil l  on the floor is a'symbol'of wealth, the revolvers that
.r r(: fired in front of women and behind men are ' symbols ' of
l,()wer, and, finally, even openly erotic dreams are desexualised
urt() poetic allegories.l If, now, the psycho-analyst allows himself
t' be deceived by these defensive inteqpretations, and refrains from
,vcrcoming the patient's resistances, he will assuredly never reach
,r linowledge of his unconscious, still less will he be in a position
t, :lppraise the relative importance of unconscious trends and those
,,1' the surface. By this I do not in any sense mean that the lattet
;rr(: to be neglected, or in their turn under-estimated, but simply
tlr:rt one should not put the cafi before the horse and talk of some-
tlring secondary and less important being slnbolised by something
Itrimary and more important.

'fhroughout his later work Silberer implies that the processj r rst discussed' 
::"1ff:::ir*'ff ;n:,:1'::, 

r"'" functionar,
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occurs qot merely during the course of a psycho-analysis, but
spontaneously as pafi of the developmenr both of the individual
and of the race. What I should call a leuetling of this sort does,
it is- truer go on, but the all-important point is that it does so only
in the more conscious layers of the mind, so that to describe the
process of symbolism in terms of it represents only a vety pattial
truth. The order of events is rather as follows: The ideas or mental
attitudes unconsciously represented in true symbols yield, of course
as the result of repression, a gr.eat many other manifestations besides
symbolism. These may be either positive in kind, as the result of
sublimation and other modifications, or negative, such as reaction-
formations. They, like symbols, are consci,ous substitutes for, and
products of, unconscious mental processes. From this consideration
it is intelligible that many of these other conscious products stand
in an associative connection with various symboli, both being
derived from the same sources. But the connection is coll 

^t 
r^1,

not_lineal; to speak of one conscious idea symbolising another one,
as the post-psycho-analytical school does, is very 

-o.h 
like talking

of a person inheriting ancestral traits from his cousin. It is true
that a given symbol can be used to represent or indicate (for reasons
of convenience, vividness, etc.) a collatetal mental attitude derived
from the same source; this is, in fact, the chief way in which
secondarl, metaphorical meanings get attached to symbols. But
j-ust in so far as this takes place, the further removed is the process
from symbolism. rt is very common indeed to find a comb]nation
in this respect, so that the figure in question is paftly symbolical-
i.e., it lepresents unconscious mental attitudes ,nd id."r-and partly
metaphoical-i.e., it indicates other collateral ideas. In some uses
the symbolical meaning may be entirely absent, which is what r
imply by the word 'levelling'; what silberer, however, calls
the passing of matetial symbolism over into functional I should
prefer to describe as the replacement of symbolism by metaphor-
i,e., by an associative connection between collateralr-".rd the
difference is a great deal more than one of words. Further, far
more often than might be imagined the symbolic al meaning is
present at the same time as the metaphorical, though from the nature
of things it is much more likely to be overlooked or discounted
than the latter. This is very striking in the case of everyday super-
stitions, where, in addition to the current secondary inierpieta-
tions, or even when no conscious interpretation is offered, the
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rrr(rurscious symbolism that constitutes the basis of so many
..rrlrcrstitions can be shown to be actively operative inan astonish-
,rr1i r)urnber of those addicted to the superstition in question.

'l'lrcse last considerations m y now be summarised in more
i.r'rrcral terms. To begin with, a concrete idea is symbolised by
lx'urs represented by another concrete idea that usually has a
rl,,rrl>lc relationship to it{r) an objective one, in that the object
t,r t)r()cess Possesses material attributes similar to those possessed
lry thc idea symbolised; and (z) a subjective one, in that the mental
,rttitrrrle towards it is, in some respects, similar to that towards the
l,nnrlrry idea. The symbol later becomes secondarily connected,
rn rrn associative manner, with other mental attitudes derived from
rlrc sarne source, and is often used to indicate them. With increasing
rrrt'rrtrl development these tend to become more and more general
,rrr,l irbstract, fo4 as the very word implies, all abstract ideas ale
,rlrslractions of concrete ones, and therefore always ultimately
,h'rivcd from these; so that finally'we see a concrete idea, originally
,r'.,'.1 to symbolise a repressed concrete idea, now used to express
,rrr ;rlrstract thought (either solely fot this or, more often, for this in
.r.l,lition to its other function). Hence the common but mistaken
vr('wt that it is characteristic of symbolism in general to represent
tlrt' abstract in terms of the concrete. Silberer, by first extending
tlrt' tcrm'functional symbolism' from its original sense to cover
tlrt' concrete representation of aflective processes in general, and
I'r' then confining it to the cases where these are secondary in
n.rtrrre, recedes from the conception of true symbolism and reaches
r 'n('c more the popular conception of symbolism as the presentation
, rl thc abstract in terms of the concrete.

lr is now time to illustrate these points by actual examples,
,rrr.l we may begin by the one last mentioned, that of the serpent.
l'lris is one of the most constant symbols of the phallus,z and from

cx1'criences and thoughts in connection with this object the general
, , rrrccption of ' sexuality' is largely dedved. According to the
f rrrrg-silberer school, the image of a serpent in a dreams will

'vrrrbolise the abstract idea of sexuality more often than the concrete
rtlc:r of the phallus, whereas to the psycho-analytical school it only

' I).9., Silberer, op. cit., Jabrb. iii., S. 662.
I Vcry occasionally it can also symbolise the intestines or theit contents, but, so

l,rr ;rs I know, nothing else.
| [ irrn speaking of cases where the dream image is a symbolic one, which, of cot\rsE,

rt rrccd not fq.
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slmbolises the latter, though of course it is commonly asociated
pitb the former; the practical difference this makes is that, according
to the Tatter school, any meanirg of the dream context which is
expressed in terms of the general idea is secondarl to, derived
from, and dependent on a deeper meaning in the unconscious
which can only be expressed in tems of the concrete. Again,
the unconscious assimilates the general idea of knowledge in
terms of the more specific idea of sexual knowledge, which in
its turn is assimilated as sexual power; the association is indicated
in the Biblical phrase 'to know a woman.' For this reason the
idea of the serpent has become associated, especially in the East,
with that of knowledge, so that it commonly serves as an emblem
of wisdom (as do so many other sexual symbols-+.g., salt). But
to say that a seqpent may' symbolise' either a phallus ar wisdom
is to confound two entirely different psychological processes.
The relation between thern might be further illustrated by comparing
these two situations-(r) the case of a mart who casually makes
use of the colloquial expression 'he is a wily old snalie'; here it
may well be that the metaphor is purely external, being based on
his having heard or read that there is some supposed association
between snake and cunning; (.) that of a mafl who personally and
instinctively feels that the snake is a fit, natural, and inteltigible
emblem for the ideas of wisdom and cunning; here one would
certainly expect to find that the idea is acting as a true, unconscious,
phallic symbol.

A wedding-ring is an emblem of marciase, but it is not a symbol
of it. When a man woos a 'woman he instinctively makes het a
present of objects, such as bracelets, btooches, and later an engage-
ment-ring, that have the attribute of holding what is passed through
them, and unconsciously are symbols of the female organ. At
mariage he gives her one of the most perfect symbols of this kind,
a plain gold ring, in return for the complete surrender to him
of the object it symbolises. The ceremony connotes a group of
abstract ideas, fidelity, continuity, etc., with which the ting is now
brought into association, and for which it can then serve as an
emblem, though never as a symbol.

Most charms, talismans, and amulets are genital symbols,
predominantly male. Just as they now bring good luck, or ward
off bad luck, so in eatlier ages they guarded against the evil powers
of magical influences, That these apotrop€ic gualities were almost
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rxt'lusively ascribed to genital symbols is due to two circumstances:
firsr, the exaggented association in the primitive mind between
rlrc genital organs and the idea of power or potency; and secondly,
tlrc fact that originally neady all evil magical influences were
rrrr:rgined to be directed against the sexual organs and their functions.
As I have shewn elsewherg,l for example, practically all the dreaded
cvil actions of witches in the Middle Ages were symbolic repre-
scrrtations of the 'ligature '-i.s., of the attempt to injute sexual
lrotcncli they were, in short, castration symbols. The surest
srlcguard against this calamity rq/as the demonstration, by display,
t lrrrt the threatened part was safe; the mechanism is similar to that
,,1'the talion.2 This train of thought naturally led to charms being
;rssociated with the idea of safety in general, particulady as a protec-
t ion against death or mutilation, as is pathetically shown on a large
st'ulc in the present war. Anxious relatives who press a horseshoe
ttr a. < fums up' on their man when he leaves for the front have
rrot the faintest idea of the meaning of their superstitious act, but
tlr:rt this meaning is not simply an historical one can often be shewn
Iry analysis of their dreams, where the true symbolism becomes
;rpparent; the unconscious often knows what the person is doing
so much bettet than the conscious mind.

To take another current, and more important, analogy. Modern
ct'onomists know that the idea of wealth means simply 'a lien on
lirture labour,' and that any counters on earth could be used as a
r',rnvenient emblem for it just as well as a'gold standard.' Metal
coins, however, and particulady gold, are unconscious symbols
lirr excrement, the material from which most of our sense of
1'',rssession, in infantile times, was dedved.s The ideas of possession
;rntl wealth, therefore, obstinately adhere to the idea of 'money'
runrl gold for definite psychological reasons, and people simply
rvili not give up the 'economist's fallacy' of confounding money
with wealth. This superstitious attitude will cost England in par-
ticular mafly sacrifi,ces after the \Var, when efforts will probably
lrc made at a77 costs to reintroduce a gold standard.a

I 'Der Alptraum in seinet Beziehung zu gewissen Formen des mitteldtedichen
Alx'rglaubens,' r9rz, S. ro6-rro. [ 'On the Nightmare,' tgtt, p. rgr.]

r lt is, in part, identical with that of the perversion called exhibitionism.
' See Chapter XXIV.
' How this prediction, made in r9r;, is being fulfiIled is felt by those who catry the

1,, r 11l.tr of taxation on the one hand, and those who experience the misery of unemploy-
rr.r('nt on the other (tg4), but few realise the connection between this suffeting and the
..rrl,crstition founded in the symbolism here indicated.

t *
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We incidentally referred above to the association between the
phallus and the idea of power. This is especially close in the case
of that of the father, for whom, as was explained above, the idea
of the kirg is an unconscious symbol. His special symbol, the
sceptre, thus comes to be the emblem of regal authority-i.e.,
for the pious respect due to the father. This mental attitude origin-
ates, at least in its extreme forms, largely as a feaction against the
more primitive and instinctive jealousy and hatred of the father,
patt of the famous CEdipus-complex.l This primitive attitude is
expressed in the unconscious of practically all men as the desire
to kill, or at least to castrate, the fathe4 a desire that doubtless ruas
literally gratified in primrval times.2 The mind now recoils from
such a horrific conception, and in connection with it we have two
beautiful examples of how it deals with this type of truth by diluting
its meaning, by changing material symbolism into the harmless
functional kind. According to the Jung-Silberer school, the un-
conscious wish to kill the father merely ' symbolises ' such tendencies
as the desire to overcome the old Adam in us, to conquer the part
of us that we have inherited from the father, or, even more generally,
to overcome a previous point of view. As might have been expected,
the same ideas of father-murder or father-castration frequently
occur in mythology and the older religions-if not in all religions-
and mythologists have similarly deprived them of 

^ny 
literal

meaning by interpreting them as harmless and interesting representa-
tions of such natural phenomena as the phases of the sun and moon,
vegetative or seasonal changes, and so on.

Freud3 has shown what an essential part this murder impulse
has played in the development of religion, not only in primitive
systems such as the totemistic, but also in the higher forms, and
it is probable that the phallic worship which takes such a central
place in eadier religions-and is fat from absent in those of our o'wn
time-is detived, not only from the extraordinary over-estimation
(from our point of view) of the importance of sexual functions
characteristic of the primitive mind, but also as a rcaction against
the hostility toward the patriarchal phallus, and therefore also the
divine one; in consciousness adoration for the patriarchal phallus

1 For an exposition of this see Freud, 'Traumdeutung,' r9r9, S. q6-t85:. Rank,
'Das Inzest-Motiv in Dichtung und Saga,' rgrz; Ernest Jones, ' The CEdipus-Complex
as an Explanation of Hamlet's Mystery,' Amer. J**. of Psltcbology, vol. xxi.

2 See Darwin, 'The Descent of Man,' r87r, ch. xx.
3 Freud, 'Totem und Tabur' r9r3.
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lrt't'om€s over-emphasised just because in the repressed unconscious
t lrcre is the contrary attitude of hostility. Phallic worship, therefore,
rvrts determined by more than one cause, but it was fundamentally
('()ncerned with a rcal phallus. Sfhen the facts of Eastern phallic
rt'ligions began to reach Europe in the nineteenth century, they
sccmed so incredible that they had at all costs to be re-inteqpreted
rrrto harmless terms, and the view, still prevalent, was adopted
tlr:rt the worship had nothing to do with the phallus as such, but
rvts really directed toward the abstract idea of the divine creative
lrrrw€r, which we personify as the Creato4 and for which the
;'hallus was a 'symbol' appropriate to simple minds. Reflection
sltows that the abstract idea in question must itself have been
tk'rived from the concrete idea symbolised by the phallic image,
s( ) that we have here one more instance of confusion between
,lcscendence and collateralism; accordirg to the view just mentioned,
tlrc order of development was first concrete phallus, then abstract
itlca of generation (in so far as it would be admitted that this idea
(',une from the former), then symbol of the abstract idea, whereas
to the psycho-analyst the abstract idea and the symbol are related
to cach other, not as cause and effect, but only as proceedirg from
rt common cause. Indeed, from the standpoint of strict scientific
t hought, the abstract idea that is here supposed to be symbolised
is altogether illusory; we have no experience, in either the physical
()r spiritual wodd, of creation, for what masquerades as such
:rlways proves on closer inspection to be only transformation.l
Yct, so hard is it for the human mind to rid itself of such funda-
rnental illusions that the necessity of postulating a creative force
is one of the chief arguments adduced in favour of a belief in theism,
,rnd erren relatively sceptical thinkers like Herbert Spencer feel
,rlrliged to fall back on the concept of a' First Cause.'

We have so far considered the symbol in its relation to the idea
rrnconsciously symbolised, and have reached the conclusion that
irr the psycho-analytical sense the symbol is a substitute for the
prirnary idea compulsorily formed as a compromise between the
tt'ndency of the unconscious complex and the inhibiting factors,
whereas the functional interpretation is mainly concerned with the
tnore conscious reactions to and sublimations of the unconscious
complex. We have next to deal with another aspect of the problem

I The whole question is pithily condensed in the expression, 'The wish is Fatber
rrr  rhc thought. '
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-namely, the relation of the symbol to the idea it immediately
expressesi e.9., no longer with the relation of the serpent symbol
to the phallus, but with that of the serpent symbol to the selpent
itself. 'we have, in other words, to consider symbolism in terms of
reality-principle, instead of, as before, in terms of the pleasure-
principle.

In dreams, myths, and similar material, we find the image of
the sun used to symbolise the eye, the fatheg or the phallus. I7hat
bearing has this symbolism on man's conscious thoughts concerning
the sun in other respects ? The problem divides itself into two--,
narhely, the question of more ot less scientific knowledge concerning
the sun, dictated to some extent by man's primary instinct for
knowledge, and, secondly, the more pnctical aspects of how to deal
in daily life with the external phenomena in question (heat, shade,
darkness, etc.). It is only in civilised man that this distinction
holds, and even there only in part, for it is everywhere hard to
separate the mere curiosity for knowledge from the practical aspects
of the necessity for, or desirability of, knowing. I feel'sure that
a great deal of what is attributed to man's pure desire for know-
ledge-the discoveries he makes, and so on-is really dictated
much more by the impulses set up by necessity, which may be
either external or internal; how well the otd adage 'necessity
is the mother of invention' is being illustrated at the present
day I

Our problem is especially manifest in regard to what Wundt
terms the 'mythological stage of knowledge.' This does not here
involve the ptoblem of mythology 

^s 
a whole, which has more

to do in general with the material aersas functional controversy
dealt with above, as Silbererl has well illustrated in a number of
famtltar examples. As he has also well expounded,z amost important
point to bear in mind in regard to the mythological stage of know-
ledge is that it is a relative concept. No knowledge is recognised
to be mythological by the person who believes in it-at least, not
at the moment he does so believe. This, however, is also true of
symbolism. It is only when we disbelieve in their objective and
literal realtty that we recognise them to be symbols, though even
then we usually hlrve no idea of what they had been symbolising.
So a rnythological piece of knowledge is at the time it is accepted,

1 Silberer, op. cit., Jaltrb. ii., S. y73-y86.
2 I&m., o1t. cit.,labrb. ii., S. 6o6, 6o7; rii., S. 662-666,
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lnd for those who accept it, the only form of truth then possible;
it is an adequate form of reality for a certain level of development.
A 'higher ? or more objective form of truth would be rejected,
lirr either intellectual or affective reasons, and 'not understood.'
Silbererl thinks that, on the whole, the first type of symbolism,
t hc material phenomenon, predominates in this process. Taking
the idea of symbolism in its strict sense, there is no doubt that,
as both Silberer2 and Rank and Sachs3 point out, its occur{ence in
t his connection serves the function of rendering it easier to as-
sirnilate the perceived mateial that is being dealt with; the mind
:rssimilates it in terms of the previously famikan S7hat rcaIly
happens is that the unconscious assimilates the new material in
tcrms of its own thoughts, the process discussed in Section III.
of this paper, the result of which will be the appearance in the
r'onscious of a symbol of the unconscious thought.

So far all is clea4 but the point that is disputed in this connection
is whether the symbol canbear. any relation, and if so what, to the
itlca (the ' higher form of truth') that will later, in either the same
inciividual or anothet, replace the symbol and this mythological
stage of knowledge. Can the Late4 more objective form of know-
lcdge be already implicit in the earher symbolical presentation of the
:rttempt to deal with the problem ? Silberer does not definitely
tnswer this question, but Junga would unhesitatingly answer it
in the affirmative, and, I gathet, in all cases.

To my way of thinking, the matter is more complex than would
appear from this statement of it. There is certainly some connection
in most cases between the symbol and the 'future idear' but in my
r>pinion it is very much the same as, though not quite'identical with,
t lrc con4ection discussed above between the symbol and the
f'r.rnctional interpretation. I do not think that the future idea is
irnplicit in the symbol; on the contrary,the existence of the symbol

to be more accurate, the symbolic use of the symbol-is often
tlrc very thing that is preventing the idea from being formulated.
As has been explained above, the mind always tends to assimilate
:r ncw percept in terms of some unconscious complex, and every step
in progress in the line of the reality-principle connotes, not only
,r use of this primordial association, but also a panial renunciation
of it; a surendering of the personal, subjective factor and an

t Silberer, op. cit., Jahrb. iii., S. 689. 2 ldem,, op. cit,, Jabrb. iii., S.692.
:r l{ank and Sachs, op, cit., S. r7. I See specially Jung., op. cit., ch. xv.
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attending, wrrigh might almost be called sensorial, to the objective
attributes of the new percept. Let us follow the exampl. ihor.nabove of the sun. one of the eadiest conceptions of this was thatit was a- migl]ty er€, the resemblances-i' lorrrr..tion with light,etc.-being- fairly evident. Latet it was regarded as a movableIamp, and later still as a hot gaseous body arlrrnd which the earthrevolves. If in one of these later stages oi krro-ledge the image of,lt. r-"1 a_ppeared in a dream as a sulstitute for thai of 

"r, .y., 
-"should, of course, carl,it a symbol, but in the first stage the ophtiralmic

idea of the sun would most accurarely be describld 
^, 

i ry*boli.
equivalent. Now, how did the ptogrlrr in knowledge t"t L- pu..,and what is the relation of the symbol to the furure idea of the sun ?The first stage is simple enough. It is nothing but an identification
ofthe new percept with an ord one, a temporarily successful assimi-Iation of it in terms of the older and mor! famiiiar one. I imaginethat every fresh attribute observed about the sun and its behaviour,
every fresh thought about it, was in turn dictated by." ri-itrassociation, usually unconscious, with some previoosly familiaridea; gr,-put in a.nothet,way, that attention wai seriousiy directedto each fresh attribute through the intetest already residing i" tlr.previously familiar idea with which the new attribuie got 

"r!*i^t"don the- ground of however faint a resemblance, fJr it is trulyasto_unding_how the human mind can escape paying attention toevident, and even important, observations in whiih -jt 
iJ no t jnterested.

But, and this is the all-importanr point, in this second ,irg. ,t.assimilation does not lead to pule symbolism; it i, eno.ilh todirect attention, and give inter.rtl to the fresh our.rrrrti*, l,ir 16,is interpreted by 
^,process of ratiocination in conjurr.tio' withthe facts of external-tearity, no longer_solely in terms of the pre-existing idea, as in the first, more ry-uoti.d ,t"g" of knowl.dg..rn so far as it is no longer thus inierpreted in tle older fashion,there is involved a corresponding reninciation, in favour of thereality-principle and its advantagei, of the pleasure yielded by theeasier and more primitive pro..ri of compleie assimilation. Accord-ing to the findings- of psycho-anarysis, alimental progres, i""..o--panied.-1rh paytiar renunciation of some primitive f&m of pi..ror.

. -!i+ 
is probably the reason why it is so slow-and the^processjust indicated is no exception to the rule.

.. . The.following example also illustrares the same point. Lightning,like mistletoe, was at fitst, and for thousand, oi y""rr, iir*l"a
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to be divine sern2r-i.6., semen-a notion the last form of which
was the conception of a special magnetic or electric fluid; it is
rnteresting, by the wlf, that the same conception-here tetmed
rnagnetic fluid, vital fluid, mesmeric fluid, etc.-was long held
:rs the theory of what used to be called 'antma). magnetislll'-
i.e., hypnotism. fncreased knowledge as to the nature of lightning
cssentially connoted, among other things, the partial surtendering
of this unconscious assimilation, the giving up of the symbol
rnagnetic fuid, though in the unconscious symbolism that is the
basis of neurotic symptoms-e.&, brontephobia-the ancient
association between lightning and semen recurs, and it is to be noted
that we still populady conceive of electricity as the flow of a current.
()ur general question, therefore, of whether the future concbption
is already implicit in a latent state in the symbol can be answered
affirmatively only in a very restricted sense-namely, that part,
and often only a small part, of the mental material that will later
be converted into the more developed conception is aheady present,
but that the idea as such is certainly not present, even in the un-
conscious, so that obviously it cannot be 'symbolised.'

Similar remarks hold good in the case of more complex stages in
the advance of knowledge, such as scientific generalisations, as
also with other conscious tendencies and interests. From one point
of view these may be regarded as sublimations ftom unconscious
complexes, developments which are, of course, greatly modified
by contact with extetnal rcakty and by conscious elaboration.
They, like symbols, come about as the result of the confict beween
unconscious impulses and the inhibiting forces of repression,
but they differ from symbols in that, whereas with the latter the full
significance of the original complex is retained unalteted and metely
transferred on to a secondary idea (that of the symbol), with the
former the psychical energy alone, not the significance, is derived
from the unconscious complexes and is trans6rred on to another
set of ideas that have their own independent significance. It is true
that here also regression may lead to true symbolism, where the
ideas tesulting from sublimation may temPofarily lose their own
intrinsic meaning and sink back to become mefe symbols of the
complexes from which their energy was largely derived. But
in this case they are symbols in the strict sense and do not symbolise

1 See Kuhn, 'Die Herabkunft des Feuers,' r8t9; and the comments on it in
Abraham's 'Traum und Mythus,' t9o9.
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the sublimations, in spite of their indirect association with these.
A typical example of the whole process would be the one discussed
above in connection with Sperber's views, the case of agricultural
work. At first these performances were identified with sexual acts
and later achieved an independence of their own, but in neither of
these stages could they be called sexual symbols, for they were not
being used as pure substitutes; they become symbols only when,
as in dreams, myths, etc., they for a time lose their actual meaning
(wholly or in part), and arc then used as substitutes for the ideas
with which they were originally identified.

\il7e have now considered three aspects of symbolism: its relation
to the unconscious complex (Sections II. and III.), to the other
derivatives of this (functional symbolism), and to external rcality.
\We have last of all to consider briefly a fourth aspect, that to which
Silberer has given the name 'anagogic," and which is very similar
indeed to Adler's 'programmatic ' and Jung's 'prospective'
meaning of symbolism.2 The last two terms are wider ones, and
include the 'development of the future idea' conception just
discussed, as well as the anagogic one; we are here concerned,
therefore, only with the latter one.

By the anagogic signification of symbolism is meant the mystical,
hermetic, or religious doctrine that is supposed to be contained in
the symbol. The symbol is taken to be the expression of a striving
fot a high ethical ideal, one which fails to reach this ideal and halts
at the symbol instead; the ultimate ideal, however, is supposed
to be implicit in the symbol and to be symbolised by it. Along this
path the post-psycho-analytical schools loses itself in a perfect
maze of mysticism, occultism, and theosophy, into which I do not
propose to penetrate; Silberer implicitly and Jorg explicitly
abandon the methods and canons of science, particulaily the con-
ceptions of causality and determinism, so that I may consider myself '
absolved from the task of attempting to unravel the assumptions
that have culminated in their latest views. As the philosophers
would say, it is impossible for us to adhere to one universe of
discourse.

It is clear that the anagogic aspect of symbolism is only a special
case of the general ' future idea' conception discussed above,

1 Si lberer,  op.  c i t . , 'Probieme, 'etc. ,  S.  r38. z ldem,,  loc.  c i t , ,S.  t93,  zo7.
3 See especially Jung.,'op. cit., and 'The Principles of the Unconscious,' 1916;

Silberer, op. cit., ' Probleme,' etc.
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rund that the relation between the symbol and the ethical ideals in
rluestion is much the same as that akeady explained as subsisting
bcrween it and the various functional aspects, particularly those
rcFerring to sublimated intefests and activities. In fact, the only
tlifference that Silbererl discerns between the anagogic and func-
tional aspects is that the former refer to future mental attitudes and
the lattei to present ones; when the anagogic ideal has been attained
it passes into functional symbolism,z a conclusion that confi.rms
my pfeviously expfessed suspicion as to the teactionary tendency
of his general conception of functional symbolism.

V. Rnvmw op CorvcLUSroNS

The main thesis of this papef is that it is possible usefully to
clistinguish, under the name of symbolism, one fundamental type
of indirect fepfesentation from other mofe or less closely allied
()nes, and that consideration of the points of distinction throws a
light upon the nature of indirect figurative representation in general
and of symbolism in particular.

Using first the tefm 'symbolism' in its older broad sense (to
include metaphors, etc.), we can make the following general.isations:
All symbolism betokens a relative incapaciry for either apprehension
or pfesentation,s primarily the former; this may be either affective
or intellectual in origin, the first of these two factors being by far
the more important. As a result of this telative incapacity, the mind
reverts to a simpler type of rnental process, and the greatet the
incapacity the mofe primitive is the type of mental process reverted
to. Hence, in the most typical forms the symbol is of the kind of
mental pfocess that costs least effoft-.i.e., is sensorial, usually
visual; visual because in retrospect most perceptual memories
become converted into visual forms (most memories of childhood,
ctc.), this in turn being partly due to the special ease of visual fepre-
sentation. For the same feason symbolism is always concrete,
because, as will be explained in a moment, concrete mental pfocesses
are both easier and more primitive than any other. Most forms of
symbolism, therefo re, may be described as the automatic substituting

I Silberet, op. cit., 'Probleme,' etc., S. It l. 2 ldem., loc. cit., S. t94.
3 This generalisation is about equivalent to that implied in Silbetet's term 'apper-

ccptive insufficiency,' but he tends to regard this incapacity as the essential cause of
symbolism, while I regard it metely as an indispensable condition; I also lay much
more stress on the affective causes of it than he does.
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of a concrete idea, chanctetistically in the form of its sensotial
image, for another idea which is more or less difficult of access,
which may be hidden or even quite unconscious, and which has
one or more attributes in common with the symbolising idea.

The essential difficulty that goes with all forms of symbolism
is in the adequate apprehending (and therefore also in the conveying)
of feeling. This is doubtless to be ascribed to the innumerable
inhibitions of feeling which psycho-analysis has shewn to be
operative throughout the mind, and which naturally exhibit a more
concentrated force in some regions than in others; it is therefore
to be expected that the most typical and highly developed forms of
symbolism will be found in connection with those regions. Even the
weakest form of symbolism, however-for instance, the metaphor
-corD€S into this category. For example, Keats wishes to convey
his exaltation at the sense of discovery expedenced on first looking
into Chapman's 'Homer.' He finds it impossible to do this ditectly,
for any mere direct statement of the fact would leave us cold. He
succeeds in transmitting to us some of his own thrill only by likening
his sensations to those of someone who has just discovered a new
planet or a nev/ ocean.l The simile used by Keats strictly stands for
an adjective-wonderful, inspiring, or what not-preceding the
word ' exaltation '; and the like is true of all similes and metaphors.
The problem thus arises: In what way is the replacement of an
adjective by a concrete likeness related to the question of inhibited
feeling ?

The basal feafure in all forms of symbolism is identification.
This is one of the most fundamental tendencies of the mind, and
is much more pronounced in its more primitive regions. The
lack of discrimination connoted by it is only in a very slight degree
conditioned by imperfect intellectual development, for the tendency
to identify is mainly due to the following two factors, which relate
to the pleasure-principle and the reality-principle respectively.
In the first place, it is easier, and therefore pleasanter, to note the
features of a new idea that resemble those of an older and more
familiar one. Further, the mind tends to notice especially those
features that interest it because of their resemblance to previous
experiences of interest. In the second place, the appreciation of
resemblances facilitates the assimilation of new experiences by

1 Here, as is often the case, the inhibition of imaginative feeling that has to bc
overcome is in the hearet.
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rcferring the unknown to the aheady known. Even this factor,
and obviously the first one, is much more an affective than
an intellectual one. These identifications profoundly influence
the course of further mental development along both affective
Iines (sublimations) and intellectual ones (increased knowledge,
science).

In so far as a secondary ideaB receives its meaning from apimary
idea A, with which it has been identified, it functions as what may
be called a symbolic equivalent of A. At this stage, however, it
does not yet constitute a symbol of A, not until it replaces A as a
substitute in a context where A would logically appeaL There is
an overflow of feeling and interest from A to B, one which gives
B much of its meaning, so that under appropriate conditions it is
possible for B to represent A. According to the view here main-
tained, the essential element of these conditions is an affective
inhibition relating to A. This holds good for all varieties of sym-
bolism, in its broadest sense.

Affective inhibition can, of course, be of the most varying degree,
and on this variation greatly depends the multiplicity of the processes
that are grouped under the name of 'symbolism.' !7hen the
inhibition is at its maximum there arises symbolism in its most
typical fotm. The distinctions between this and other forms of
indirect pictorial representation are qualitative as well as quantitative,
and they are so important that it is here proposed that the terrn
' symbolism' be resetved fot it solely.l It is aheady explicitly
used in this sense by psycho-analysts, and implicitly by many
anthropologists and mytholo$ists, and it seems worth an effort
to try to get it generally accepted thus. The two cardinal character-
istics of symbolism in this strict sense are (r) that the process is
completely unconscious, the word being used in Freud's sense of
'incapable of consciousness,' not as a synonym for subconscious;
and (z) that the affect investing the symbolised idea has not, in so
far as the symbolism is concerned, proved capable of that modi-
fication in quality denoted by the term' sublimation.' In both these

1 Mr. J. C. Flugel has suggested to me that, as an altetnative to my proposal, the
term ' cryptophor' be used as a countetpart of ' metaphor,' so that one might speak of
cryptophoric as contrasted with metaphoric symbolism, instead of, as I propose,
speaking of symbolism as contrasted with metaphoric tepresentation. The drawback
I see to his suggestion is that, if the same word symbolism be still used generically fot
the two classes (fot the qualifying adjective would often be omitted in practice), the
cufrent confusion between them would only be perpetuated.
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respects symbolism differs from all other forms of indirect repre-
sentation.

The typical attibutes of true slmbolism as modified from the
description given by Rank and Sachs, are-(r) Representation of
unconscious mateial; (z) constant meaning, or very limited scope
fot variation in meaning; () non-dependence on individual
factors only; (4) evolutionary basis, as regards both the individual
and the race; (1) linguistic connections between the symbol and
the idea symbolised; (6) phylogenetic panllels with the symbolism
as found in the individual existing in myths, cults, religions, etc.
The number of ideas that can be symbolised is remarkably small in
comparison with the endless number of symbols. They are fewer
than a hundred, and they all rclate to the physical self, members of
the immediate family, or the phenomena of birth, love, and death.
They typically, and perhaps always, arise as the result of regression
from a higher level of meaning to a more primitive one; the actual
and'real'meaning of an idea is temporarily lost, and the idea or
image is used to represent and caffy the meaning of a more piimitive
one with which it was once symbolically equivalent. IThen the
meaning of the symbol is disclosed the conscious attitude is char-
acteristically one of surprise, incredulity, and often repugnance.

Progress beyond the early stage of symbolic equivalency takes
place (a) intellectually, by the transference of the symbolic meaning
to the idea B becoming subordinated to the acquirement of a
' real,' objective meaning intrinsic in B; (b) atrectively, by a refine-
ment and modification of the affects investing A (sublimation),
which permits of their becoming attached to non-inhibited, con-
scious, and socially useful or acceptable ideas and interests. Both
of these processes connote a partral renunciation as regards the
original complex A, with, however, a compensatory replacement
of it by other ideas and interests. Whenever there is a failure in this
Process of sublimation there is a tendency to regress towards the
primary complex A, or, rather, this complex, being no longer
indirectly relieved, once more tends to reassert itself. Inhibiting
forces prevent its doing so in its original form, and as a result of
this intrapsychical conflict it may express itself by means of one of
its original symbolical equiv2lsnls-a.g., B-which then carries, in
a substitutive manner, the significance of A and is its symbol.
Once this has occurred, further progress can only take place by
the same process as that just described, a loosening of the ideational
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links between A and B, and 

^ 
renunciation of the need of the

complex A for direct gratification. Progress, therefore, in contra-
distinction to the views held by the post-psycho-analytical school,
does not take place uia symbolism, but aia the symbolic equivalents
that ate the basis of this; symbolism itself, in fact, constitutes a
bariet to progress. This is best seen in the blind alley of neurotic
symptomatology.

The most important member of this school, from the point of
view of symbolism, is Silberer, whose views have thetefore been
dealt with at some length in this paper. The differences between
his conclusions and my ov/n may shortly be expressed as follows:
We are concerned with three groups of psychical material: (r) the
unconscious complexes, (r) the inhibiting influences (Freud's
ethical censorship) that keep these in a state of repression, and
(3) the sublimated tendencies dedved from the unconscious com-
plexes. In my judgement, the relation of symbolism to these three
groups is this: Like the third groupr symbols are the product of
intrapsychical conflict between the first two groups. The material
of the symbol is taken from the third group. The second group,
which prevents the first one from coming to direct expression,
is to some extent represented in the formation of the symbol;
but the dynamic force that creates the symbol, the meaning catried
by the symbol, and the reason for the very existence of the symbol,
arcallderived from the first group, from the unconscious comPlexes.

The fundamental fallacy of Silberer's work, as it seems to me, is
that he tends to confound the process of symbolic equivalency with
that of symbolism itself,' as was indicated above in regard to the
relation between symbolism and mental progtess. As a result of
this he brings symbolism into a forced relationship with the other
product of the unconscious, the third group just mentioned, and
tends to regard the symbol as the representative of this further
product instead of its being the representative of the first, primary
group. Further, on the basis of the (subotdinate) part played by the
second group in the formation of symbols, and the fact that it is
to some extent represented in the symbol, he attaches an altogethet
exaggerated importunce to this second group as constituting the
meaning of the symbol, and especially to those aspects of the

1 The same fallacy as that involved in Maedet's confusion of the latent and manifest
contents of dreams, and with the same practical result-the attributing of ethical
tendencies to a process that has only an inditect telationship with them.
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second group (the ethical ones) that arc akin to the third group.
To put the matter still more concisely: according to the conclu-
sions here reached, the material of a symbol is derived from the
third group while its meaning is derived essentially from the first
group, to only 

^ 
very limited extent from the second, and not at

all from the third; according to Silberer, the meaning of a symbol
is derived mainly from the second and third groups, and only to a
very limited extent from the first.

I agree, however, that a symbolic image may be used to represent
the second or third group of psychical material in question as well
as the first, but in this function it is acting as a metaphor, not as a
symbol, and it might then be usefully termed an emblem, token, or
sign. When this is so-i.e., when a true symbol is being used
metaphorj,.cally-all that the second or third group of psychical
processes can do is to select for its purposes an akeady created
symbol; it never contributes, in any important degree, to the
actaaL creation of the symbol. Silberer, in my opinion, confounds
the use of the metaphor with that of the symbol, and so mistakes
the nature of the true symbol, asctibing to it attributes that propedy
belong to the metaphor. There are m ny features in io*mon
between the two processes-it woutd be impossible to confound
them otherwise, and the object of this paper would be superfluous-
and I do not for a moment wish to maintain that they are totally
different in nature. But the differences between them, notably in
their relation to the unconscious (together with the other features
of symbolism discussed above), are also important.

There are, broadly speaking, two kinds of metaphor, with all
gradations between them. tX/ith the first kind ananalogy is perceived
and made use of between two ideas that is true, objlctive, and of
some value; thus, in the phrase 'to find the key to this problem'
the analogy between such a situation and that of discovering how
to enter a room difficult of access is of this nature. tU7ith the second
ktld the analogy is only supposed to subsist; it is subjective and
often untrue in fact; thus, the phrase ' as wise as a serpent ' is of
this nature. Serpents ate, in fact, not wiser than most otlier animals,
and the false atiribution of wisdom to them is secondaty and due
to a process of true symbolism, as has been expounded eadier in
this paper. With the first kind the association iJ intrinsic, with the
second it is extrinsic, depending, however, on an undedying identity
in the source of both ideas (in so fa4 of course, as they are sfmbolic).
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In a metaphor an abstract adjectival description is replaced by 

^more concrete simile. Experience shews this to be a more vivid
and successful way of conveying the desired meaning and of
evoking the appropriate feeling tone. The explanation is that the
more primitive method-i.e., recourse to the concrete and sensorial
-512sd5 nearer to the sources of feeling. In the evolution, in both
the individual and the race, from the original concrete to the general,
and from this to the abstract, there is an increasing inhibition of
feeling accompanying the greater objectivity. Concrete images are,
as a rule, more personal, famlltat, subjectively toned, and invested
with more feeling than abstract terms. The difference is most
plainly seen in the fields where there is most inhibition. There is a
considerable difference between damning a man's eyes and merely
consigning him to perdition. By the use of suitable abstract circum-
locutions, aided by foreign and less familiar technical terms, it is
possible to discuss various sexual topics in any society without any
difficulty, but-to take the other extreme-the use of some gross
obscene word, familiar in childhood, but since discarded, will
often bting about a marked uprush of unpleasant emotion.

Therefore, when it is wished to apprehend or convey a vivid
impression, a strong feeling, recourse is had to the primitive method
of likening the idea to an associated concrete image, because in this
way some inhibition is overcome and feeling released; what is
populady called stimulating the imagination is always rcal|y releasing
the imagination from its bonds. The over-profuse use of meta-
phors, as that of slang-which fulfils the same psycholo gical
function-is well known to be the mark of expressional incapacity;
the person belongs to what, in association work, is called the
predicate type.

Theoretically and logically the simile is the first stage of the
metaphor. But, for the motives expounded above in connection
with the process of identification, the two sides of the equation
become fused into one at the very onset, with a resulting economy
in psychical effort. The savage does not say 'John is like a lion';
sti l l  less does he say'John is as brave as a l ion'; he boldly asserts
that 'John is a lion.' And when we cannot find language suffi-
ciently vivid to convey our admiration of John's courage, we
revert to the primitive method of the savage and say likewise that
' John is a lion.'

One further point. The process known as the decay of a metaphor,
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whereby the original literal meaning of the word is lost and its
figurative meaning receives an accepted and independent signifi-
cance, is akin to what was described above as the renunciation of
a symbolic meaning, whereby the symbolising idea becomes eman-
cipated from its adventitious meaning and achieves a separate
existence.

I will no'v/ attempt a frnal summarJ of these conclusions. The
essential function of all forms of symbolism, using the word in the
broadest and most popular sense, is to overcome the inhibition that
is hindering the free expression of a given feeling-idea, the force
derived from this, in its forward urge, being the effective cause of
symbolism. It always constitutes a regression to a simpler mode
of apprehension. If the regression proceeds only a certain distance,
remaining conscious or at most pfeconscious, the result is meta-
phorical, or what Silberer calls 'functional,' symbolism. If, owing
to the strength of the unconscious complex, it proceeds further-
to the level of the unconscious-the result is symbolism in the
strict sense. The circumstance that the same image can be ernployed
fot both of these functions should not btnd us to the important
di{ferencei between them. Of these the principal one is that with
the metaphor the feeling to be expressed is over-sublimated,
whereas with symbolism it is under-sublimated; the one relates
to an effort that has attempted something beyond its strength,
the other to an effort that is prevented from accomplishing what it
would.

CHAPTER IV

THE GENESIS OF THE SUPER-EGO 1

IN a paper published some twenty yearsz ago I laid stress on the
tentative nature of the contribution I was offering to what was then
an entirely new concept, one of the most important that Freud ever
made. There is no reason for surprise, therefote,that the experience
since gained makes me welcome the opportunity for revising some
of those tentative conclusions or extending them in the light of
further knowledge. Most of what I wrote concerning the funitions
and structure of the super-ego still stands, though r.ty much could
be added to it, so I propose to confine myseft here to the more
obscure problem of its genesis.

There can be no more fascinating problem than this in the whole of
psychology or anthropology, and that for two reasons. 'v7e have good
grounds for suppgsing that to the acrivity of the super-ego *i ,t"
mainly beholden for the imposing structure of morality, .ons.ience,
ethics, csthetics, religion-in short, to the whole spiriiual aspiration
of man that sunders him most strikingly from the beast. The well-
nigh universal belief that man is qualitatively different from other
animals in possessing a divine and immortal soul itself emanates from
this source. Anything, therefore, that can throw light on such a
remarkable, and indeed unique, aspect of humanity muit needs prove
of the highest interest to the student of man and his institutions.

In the second place, the super-ego possesses a futher and equally
important claim on our interest. There is a darker side to it.- ThL
super-ego is man's foe as well as his friend. It is not only concerned
with promoting man's spiritual welfare, but is also responsible for
much of his spiritual distress and even for the infernal activities that
so deface the nature of man and cause this distress. In the obscure
depths of the unconscious the super-ego plays a vital part in the
conflicts and turmoils characteristic of that region. It is no exaggen-
tion to say that man's mental life is essentially .-pored of rttoggting
efforts either to escape from or to support the claims of the rop"-rl.go.

1 Published in samiksa, the Indian pslcbo-Analyticat Bulletin, vol. i., January, t947,
.8 lThe Origin and Structute of the Super-Ego,' International joiool i/ ni1A"-

<lnal2sit, 1926. Reprinted as Chapter VII. of the Fturth Edition of itte pr6*t book,
t+5


